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Summary 

I„ polycvystallme material the — ™ t u v e i , a key deta-,„ma„t of the material 

LlLo ic behave. P . o p e * . such a. t e . . l e . . „ . t h w e » — 

fracture toughaees are all detennined tagely by the rrratenal's stru ture orr 

r i o p l c L l . TWO .roce.e. that play a eruc.al role Irr the — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

polycry.taUme rrrlcro.tructrrre are grain rrucleatiou and gram growth. Therefor , 

L ght ,.rto the dyrrarrric. of these phenomena i . vrtal for obtarnrrrg c o n r p . — of 

rrrrc ostructure developrrrerrt and corrtrol of the aecorrrparrynrg product propertrea. 

Urrtil reeerrtly, no techrncpe was available for tire t _ l v e d , J | 

destructive characterization of the thre^dnnensional nricrostructure of an paqrre 

f = = | i a h „ e rnaterral. When foUowhrg tire evolnt.on of a rnicrostructrrre rn rnre 

rade-off between spatra, and tirrr.resolved infornr.tion „ a . 

reeerrtly developed technique of three-dimerrsional x-ray drffractron ( DXRD 

r r i s l o p y . however, does provide the possrbiiity for a high resolntrorr rn a ^ u r 

tlrese dirrrerrsrons. Measurernerrts at elevated temperatures or m controlled 

aZsplreres are also possrb.lities. The technique employs higir-errergy x-rays to 

gerrerate diffraction patterrrs of bulk-size sarrrples. 

In this project, a compntatiorral methodology was developed for tire analysrs 

«re data of 3DXRD me^urernents aimed at creatnrg such a * H r e e - — 

microstructure characterization. The software package ^ ^ - ^ ^ I Z 
efficierrt arrd to be easily applicable to a var.ety of materrals. ^-^'^^^^^^J 

software should be compatible with already exrsthrg prograrrrs armed at d j f e er^ 

a 1 of 3DXRD mrcroscopy analysis. The package was tested on a combr"at,on o 

datasets available from 3DXRD microscopy experimerrts on a carbon steel 

undergoing the austenite-to-ferrite phase transformation. 

The resulting^software package is shown to be . ^ . j ^ M ^ ^ S ^ c p ^ 
• comprrtatiorral time on a converrfSTral PC for the analysrs 

:r : :ot:r :2ded, ^ ^ . ^ 0 , the package. e . * - - - - - - -

differerrt materials, and corrrpatrbllity with earlier softw-are rs — H - ^ ; ' 

KU to obtain any acceptable results wiren applymg the software 

t i : t aitrdltlts. óne of the fi.ral stages of tire rrrrcrostrncture 

etlt nctr n in which use was rrrade of third-party software, could .rot be earned 

: : r : s f u l l y . Nevertheless, it rs shown that up to this poirrt the software package 

produced usefvxl intermediate results. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Problem formulation 

With^-be global production of crude steel equaling over 1.1 bill ion tonnes in the year 

2006 [4]/ steel remains one of the most important structural materials available to 

ma>i-t2day. Because of its importance in so many day-to-day applications, an 

extensive history of research into production methods and subsequent thermal and 

mechanical treatments exists. This research has led to major improvements in 

important product properties like tensile strength or fracture toughness. Furthermore, 

the research process has brought the scientific community a better understanding of 

the microstructural mechanisms underlying such processes as phase transformations, 

recrystalhzation and solid solutioning. 

Two of the most important of these microstructural mechanisms are grain 

nucleation and grain growth. These two occm during the processing of almost all 

polycrystalline materials, and together they determine to a large degree the f inal 

microstructure of the material i n question, and hence its f inal properties. For this 

reason, grain nucleation and grain growth have received considerable attention in the 

past, and research is ongoing to keep increasing our understanding and thereby our 

control of these processes. However, in spite of all these efforts, the nucleation and 

growth phenomena are s t i l l not completely understood. Models that have been 

developed over the past decades have proven unable to correctly predict local 

behavior during the nucleation and growth of grains. Due to this ignorance, the 

relation between the parent microstructure on the one side and the nucleation and 

growth of a new phase, and hence the microstructure after transformation, on the 

other side is not understood to a satisfactory level yet. 

A main reason for the mismatch between theoretically predicted and 

experimentally observed behavior has been the trade-off between temporal and 
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spatial resolution that often needs to be made for the gathering of experimental data. 

For example, data on grain growth during heat treatments are generally gathered 

using one of two typical strategies. While performing the heat treatment, one can 

constantly monitor the size of the grains at the surface of the sample, thus obtaining 

a high temporal resolution, yet collecting hardly any (three-dimensional) spatial 

information on the grain growth characteristics. Alternatively, one can first go 

through the entire heat treating process, and subsequently gather grain size 

information in three dimensions by serial sectioning of the sample, leading to a high 

spatial yet very small temporal resolution. Combined, series of multiple samples 

subjected to treatments of different durations and subsequently to serial sectioning 

can be used for acquiring average growth characteristics; characteristics of individual 

grains, however, remain unavailable. I t is this inability to obtain high resolutions in 

four dimensions that is the main cause of grain nucleation and growth models failing 

in delivering high-ciuality predictions for local behavior. 

Recently, however, a new experimental technic[ue was introduced that is able 

to deliver this so eagerly strived for combination of temporal and spatial resolution. 

The technique in ciuestion, three-dimensional x-ray diffraction (3DXRD) microscopy, 

can employ the large penetration depth of high-energy x-rays to generate diffraction 

patterns of bulk-size samples [5]. This allows in-situ studying of samples undergoing 

heat treatments and therefore the gathering of four-dimensional nucleation and 

growth data on the level of individual grains. 

However, since 3DXRD microscopy is a relatively novel technique, the 

methodology for analysis of the data obtained using the 3DXRD microscope has not 

been fu l ly developed yet. New features and new types of experiments are constantly 

being designed, and development of the required methodology is often postponed to a 

later time. The current project aims at designing the required methodology for one 

specific type of 3DXRD measurements: the non-destructive, three-dimensional 

mapping of a polycrystalline microstructure - more specifically a fu l ly austenitic grain 

structure - at an elevated temperature. A software package is designed which 

transforms the raw data contained in the x-ray diffraction images into a 

reconstruction of the original three-dimensional microstructure. The package is 

subsec[uently tested on two available datasets. 

1.2. Outline 

This report presents the results of the thesis described in the previous section. 

Excluding the current chapter, the report has been divided into five parts. 

Chapter 2 provides the reader w i t h an introduction into the theory underlying 

phase transformations i n low alloy steels. The iron-carbon phase diagram is discussed. 

2 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

and some of the main theoretical aspects underlying the phenomena of grain 

nucleation and grain growth are presented. 

Chapter 3 continues by introducing the experimental procedure followed 

during the experiments imder consideration in this project. The technique of three-

dimensional x-ray diffraction microscopy is outlined, and the experimental settings 

related to this specific project are discussed. Chapter 3 also specifies more precisely 

the aim of this project, and presents some general desired characteristics of the 

software. 

Chapter 4 moves on to the first part of the results. This part focuses 

specifically on the design of the software package. The overall layout is given, and the 

individual processes are discussed. 

Chapter 5 contains the second part of the results, namely the outcome of the 

application of the newly developed software package to two datasets available f rom 

the experiment described in chapter 3. Details on intermediate results f rom the 
various steps are presented. 

Chapter 6, finally, draws some conclusions on the basis of the results presented 

in the previous chapters. Furthermore, some recommendations related to possible 

future work are given. 

3 



2. Phase transformations in carbon steel 

This chapter presents some of the theory on crystallographic phases and phase 

transformations on low-alloy carbon steel. I t serves to familiarize the reader w i t h the 

theoretical principles that w i l l be applied and to which wi l l be referred in the 

chapters to come. 

Section 2.1 introduces low-alloy carbon steels and their crystallographic phases 

on the basis of a schematic phase diagram. Section 2.2 treats the principal phase 

transformation in carbon steels, the austenite-to-ferrite transformation. 

2.1. Carbon steel phase diagram 

Steels are a group of alloys, the main components of which are iron and carbon; the 

latter is usually present in concentrations up to 2 weight percent (in this case the 

steel is termed 'carbon steel'). Many additional elements can be added to improve the 

various properties of the material; common alloying elements for steel are for example 

magnesium, nickel, manganese, and molybdenum. Carbon steels can be present in 

three distinct crystallographic phases: ferrite, austenite, and cementite. Ferrite 

consists of a body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal of iron atoms, in which carbon atoms 

are dissolved interstitially. I t is designated as either a-Fe or 6-Fe, depending on the 

temperature at which the ferrite is present. The maximum concentration of carbon in 

a-Fe - the low-temperature ferrite of interest to this project - is about 0.02 wt .%. 

Austenite (referred to as -(-Fe) is formed by a face-centered cubic crystal of iron 

atoms in which carbon atoms are interstitially dissolved up to the afore-mentioned 

concentration of about 2 wt .%. Cementite, f inally, is an iron carbide (FcgC) w i t h an 

orthorhombic structure that is usuaJl-jL^^sigiiated as the B-phase. 

Figure 2.1 shows a typical quasi-binary phase diagram depicting the various 

(combinations of) phases and theh-eorresponding temperature regimes. This phase 

diagram applies to a carbon steel w i th smaU amounts of alloying elements; this is 
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Figure 2.1: Typical F e - C quasi-binai-y phase diagram for a low-aUoy carbon steel. The presence of 

aUoying elements leads to the formation of a thi-ee-phase region in which austenite (7), ferrite ( « ) 

and cementite (0) coexist. Figure taken from [1]. 

appareirt tlrrougla tlie splitting of the A,-Hne, leading to a three-phase region in which 

austenite, ferrite and cementite mutually coexist. Typically, dming the f inal steps of 

processing the material w i l l reach temperatmes corresponding to the austenite region 

of the phase diagram obviously, the upper and lower l imi t of this range w i l l depend 

on composition - after which cooling back to room-temperature occurs and hence the 

single-phase ferrite- or two-phase (ferrite-|-cementite)-region is entered (agam 

depending on composition). The way in which this phase transformation f rom 

austenite to ferrite occurs therefore largely determines the resulting microstructure, 

and hence the f inal material properties. 

2.2. Austenite-to-ferrite phase transformation 

As stated above, the austenite-to-ferrite transformation is an important determinant 

of the f inal microstructure of a processed steel. The temperature at which this sohd-

state phase transformation commences strongly depends on composition and, 

referring to Figure 2.1, is given by the A3-line. As the steel is cooled f rom a 

temperature wi th in the single-phase austenite region to temperatures below the A3-

line so-called pro-eutectoid ferrite is formed and a dual-phase structme develops. As 

the' temperatme drops below the A \ - l i n e , the steel briefly enters the three-phase 

region leading to the formation of a small amount of cementite, un t i l the A ,-line is 

5 



Chapter 2: Phase transformations in carbon steel 

crossed. A t this point, the remaining austenite is transformed into a combmation of 

ferrite and cementite. Barring rapid cooling rates (which can lead to the formation of 

different phases), the ferrite and austenite forms colonies of pearlite, a lamellar 

structure of interpenetrating crystals of the two phases. 

The final properties of the steel are largely determined by the characteristics of 

these ferritic and pearlitic phases. Features such as the shape of the grain size 

distribution and the amount of residual stress wi th in the grains are known to have a 

large influence on the resulting material properties. A prime example of this is the 

Hall-Petch equation, dictating a linear relationship between the strength of the 

material and the inverse square root of the average grain size [6, 7]. From this i t 

follows that control of the formation of the ferrite and pearlite is crucial to 

controlling the f inal material properties. 

The formation of the ferritic phase in the (a+^)-region can be divided mto two 

mechanisms known as grain nucleation and grain growth. Both mechanisms have 

been modeled separately, and have their own specific time- and temperature-

dependence. The foUowing presents the main featmes of the models on both of these 

processes. First ly, the basics of grain nucleation are explained on the basis of the 

classical nucleation theory [8-11]. Secondly, grain growth theory is introduced based 

on the model developed by Zener [12]. 

2.2.1. Grain nucleation 

The positions of the lines that mark the various regions in a typical phase diagram 

like Figme 2.1 follow from equations for the Gibbs free energies of the various phases 

(for a discussion on the construction of phase diagrams f rom free energy relations, see 

for instance [13] or [14]). I n fact, a phase diagram is nothing more than a graphical 

representation of which (combination of) phase(s) results in the lowest Gibbs free 

energy for each combination of composition and temperatme. I t foUows that when 

one changes the temperatme of a material in such a way that one crosses f rom one 

region in the phase diagram into the next, a driving force for the corresponding phase 

transformation wiU develop. However, the presence of this driving force does not 

directly lead to formation of the new phase: first , nucleation needs to occur. 

A t aU temperatmes but absolute zero, thermal motion wiU introduce local 

variations in composition and structme of the material. Clusters of atoms constantly 

form and subsequently decompose again. The formation of such as cluster of j atoms 

can be represented using a reaction equation: 

jA ^ A. 
(2.1) 

6 
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The equiUbrmm constant i f , for this chemical reaction is then given by 

(2.2) 
^ t V t V 

in which and represent the activities of the cluster and of the individual atom, 

respectively. I n the case of an ideal-dilute solution, Henry's law and Raoult's law 

dictate that the activities of the cluster and of the individual atom can be 

approximated by their respective molar fractions . t ^ and ŝ . 

The change in Gibbs free energy that is associated w i t h the formation of such 

a cluster of atoms, AG,-, can now be linked to the equilibrium constant of equation 

(2.2) in the following manner; 

A G . = - / c^ r in ( / f ^ . ) V (2.3) 

where kjj = 1.38x10"^''' J / K represents the Boltzmann constant and T represents the 

temperature in Kelvin. When looking at AG^ as the change in Gibbs free energy on 

the formation of a cluster of ferrite f rom the austenite matrix at the start of the 

phase transformation, AG^ can be related to the Gibbs free energies per unit volume 

of the austenite and ferrite, C and G", in the following way; 

A = -V - G") = -T^A Gy (2.4) 

in which V represents the volume of ferrite formed by the cluster of j atoms, and 

A G j , the difference between the free energies per unit volume of the two phases. 

Equation (2.4) shows that when the Gibbs free energy of the ferrite is lower than that 

of the austenite, AG,- is negative, thus lowering the energy of the system. 

However, whether or not the cluster w i l l be stable and continue to grow as a 

ferrite grain, or whether i t w i l l be unstable and dissolve back into the matrix, does 

not only depend on the driving force for nucleation AG^ . There are three other 

changes in the tota l energy of the system that play a role during nucleation of a new 

ferrite grain on an austenite grain boundary, edge or corner (the preferred nucleation 

sites) [13]: 

1. The removal of an area A'" of austenite-austenite grain boundary w i t h 

grain boundary energy 7" leads to a reduction in Gibbs free energy of 

A-^i"; 

7 
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2. The creation of an area A"^ of austenite-ferrite grain boundary w i t h 

grain boundary energy ƒ l e a d s to an increase in Gibbs free energy of 

y i "Y^ ; 

3. The fact that the ne^dy created ferrite does not f i t perfectly into the 

space previously occupied by the austenite results in a misfit strain that 

generates an increase in Gibbs free energy of VAGg-

Combined w i t h the contribution f rom the driving force for nucleation as described by 

equation (2.4), this results in an overall change in energy of the system A G of: 

AG = -V{AGy-AG,) + J2^W ^^'^^ 

in which the summation runs over all interfaces that play a role duVing-frhe creation 

of the ferrite nucleus. 

The misfit strain A G ^ effectively reduces AG,, , but is usually assumed to be 

zero because there are no accurate data available on its value [15, 16]. Furthermore) 

we know that the ferrite volume increases w i t h ZyR\ i n which Zy is a geometrical 

parameter related to the shape of the nucleus and R is the nucleus size. The various 

interfacial areas appearing in equation (2.5) can be wri t ten as ^i^R^ where .z"̂  is a 

geometrical parameter depending on the ï*" surface. Using these three relations, the 

total change in Gibbs free energy of the system can be expressed as a function of 

nucleus size R; 

AG = -ZyR'AGy+R'J2zW (2.6) 

Figure 2.2 depicts the relation of equation (2.6), displaying the two separate terms on 

the right-hand side as well as the combined effect of the two. Together, the two 

energy terms produce a maximum in A G of A G * at a cluster radius of R*. This 

maximum is called the activation energy for nucleation, and the radius at which this 

occurs is known as the critical nucleus size. The critical size and the activation energy 

follow f rom equation (2.6) by setting the derivative wi th respect to R to zero: 

R*= ' 
3z,/AGy -èCx,^) 

(2.7) 

A G = 
2 7 \ ) ( A G , > ^ a ; ) ' 

(2.8) 

8 
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->R 

Figure 2.2; The cliange in total Gihhs free energy A G as a fiinction of cluster size R. The combined 

function (solid line) is the sum ofthe contributions ofthe difference in free energy per volume ofthe 

two phases (dotted Une) and of the aniühilation and creation of the vai-ious surfaces (dashed line). 

Tliis leads to a maximum in A G of A G * at radius R=R\ the critical nucleus size. A G * is called 

the activation energy for nucleation. Figure taken from [1]. 

When a duster w i th size R<R* is formed, the energy of the system w i l l be lowered 

when this cluster dissolved back into the matrix. However, when R>R* for a specific 

cluster, the system's energy w i l l be lowered by actually increasing the cluster's size. 

Hence, A G * should be interpreted as the amount of energy that needs to be added to 

the syltem (by the afore-mentioned thermal motion) in order for a cluster to be able 

to continue to grow and develop into a grain. 

The values of many of the parameters included in equation (2.8) are unknown, 

or known only wi th a large uncertainty. The exact shape of the critical nucleus, 

included in (2.8) through the geometrical parameters 2',,, has not yet been determined 

experimentally, and values for the interfacial energies i are also notoriously difficult 

to obtain. Therefore equation (2.8) is sometimes wri t ten as [1] 

A G = 
A G . 

(2.9) 

in which 

2iz: 
(2.10) 
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The parameter ^ now contains all information on the nucleus shape and on the 

interfaces involved in the nucleation process. 

The key to determining an adequate value for ^ lies in obtaining knowledge of 

the interfacial energy terms. The interfacial energy depends on the exact 

characteristics of the interface at hand. Figure 2.3 show a schematic representation of 

a general interface. The definitions of the misorientation 9 and of the boundary 

inclination ^p are also presented in this figure. The energy of the interface depends on 

the values of these two parameters. For instance, Read and Shockley derived the 

following general equation for the interfacial energy of a low-angle grain boundary 

(misorientation no larger than 15°) [17, 18]: 

7 = 7 „ ö ( y l - l n ö ) (2.11) 

in which and A are parameters depending on the boundary inclination (p but 

independent of the misorientation 9. 

However, a simple two-dimensional representation of the interface like in 

Figure 2.3 can be deceptive. I t should be understood that in the general three-

dimensional case of a real grain structure, any interface present requires a total of 

five parameters for a f u l l description: a unit vector describing the direction in which 

one of the grains has been rotated w i t h respect to the other grain (two parameters), 

the exact angle of rotation about this axis (one parameter), and another unit vector ^^i^ ^p, 

describing the plane of the interface (two parameters). So, theoretically, by deriving a f 

description of the interfaces present in a microstructure in terms of these f i v e / , , ,Q.<,A' i '^ ' 

parameters, and subsequentIj^ relating this description to the observed locations 

where the nuclei form, the parameter ^ f rom equation (2.10) can be evaluated. 

The nucleation behavior predicted by the classical nucleation theory (applied 

Figure 2.3; Schematic representation of an interface. The definitions of the misorientation 0 and 

boundai-y inclination if ai-e shown. Image talcen firom [2]. 

10 



Chapter 2: Phase transformations in carbon steel 

to the case of the austenite-to-ferrite transformation in low-alloy carbon steel) can be 

summarized in the following manner. When the two-phase region of the phase 

diagram is entered, a driving force for nucleation w i l l develop; the larger the 

undercooling (the difference between the A3-temperature and the actual 

temperatme), the larger the driving force. However, on the formation of a cluster of 

atoms wi th the ferritic structme, other energy terms come into play that actually 

raise the total energy of the s p t e m T > * U * x r - t c r ^ - ^ ^ t i ° ^ ^ ^^^« '̂gy' Therefore, an 

amount of energy needs t(he added to the system (through thermal motion) to 

overcome this activation ene^ir^ff-^enough-energy is added, the cluster w i l l be able to 

continue to grow and develop into a ferrite grain. I f the amount of energy does not 

suffice, the cluster w i l l dissolve back into the matrix. The energies of the interfaces 

involved in this process are a major determinant of whether the cluster wiU continue 

to grow or w i l l dissolve again. 

2.2.2. Grain growth 

When the activation energy for nucleation is overcome, a stable cluster of atoms has 

formed which w i l l subsequently form the nucleus of a new ferrite grain. This nucleus 

w i l l now increase its size by the process of grain growth. 

The most prominent model for the grain growth of a pro-eutectoid phase like 

the ferrite under consideration is the model by Zener [12]. This model was first 

presented by Zener in his 1949 article, and predicts parabolic growth kinetics for a 

spherical grain growing in an infinitely large matrix in case the growth is diffusion-

limited. As mentioned in section 2.1, the solubility of carbon in ferrite is two orders 

of magnitude lower than in austenite. Hence, when pro-eutectoid ferrite is formed, the 

residual carbon piles up at the ferrite-austenite interface, eventually diffusing away 

into the austenite. This diffusion forms the rate-limiting step dming the 

transformation, and therefore Zener's theory can be apphed to this situation. 

During the early stages of the transformation, when growth is not yet 

influenced by the diffusion fields or grain boundaries of neighboring grains (called soft 

and hard impingement, respectively), Zener predicts the radius of a ferrite gram R" to 

develop w i t h time t in the following maimer: 

where t is the time of nucleation of the grain, x a proportionality constant, known 

as the three-dimensional parabohc thickening constant, that is dependent on the 

carbon solubilities of the ferrite and austenite and can be approximated by [12, 19]: 

11 
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Figure 2.4; Schematic representation of the cai-bon concentration profile at the ferrite-austemte 

interface during diffusion-controlled growth. Cai-bon pUes up at the interface within the austenite 

because the carbon solubiUty in ferrite is considerably smaller than in austenite. Figm-e taken fi-om [1]. 

X = 2.102 

>0..5871 
•7 

(2.13) 

in wlricli tlie various concentrations refer to the situation of Figure 2.4. This figure 

schematically depicts the carbon concentration profile around the ferrite-austenite 

interface during diffusion-controlled growth of ferrite into the austenite. Q and C2,i 

represent the equilibrium carbon concentrations in the ferrite and austenite, 

respectively, which follow f rom the phase diagram. Cl represents the carbon 

concentration in the austenite far away f rom the interface, and C^ for the overall 

average carbon concentration in the material. I n a first approximation, Cl and G,, 

can be assimied to be equal. 

The volume diffusion coefficient of carbon in austenite, indicated as Dly i n 

equation (2.12), was found by Agren to depend on temperature and composition in 

the following manner [20-22]: - , , ^ ,7^ • , , 

Dl, = 4.53 X 10-' fl + y„ (1 - r J ™ l e x p | - ( - - 2.221 x 10-^)(l7767 - 26436FJ| (2.14) 

w i t h Dly in units of niVs, and temperature T in K. The composition dependence of 

D"' , is reflected through the variable Y^, the so-called carbon site fraction of the 
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interstitial sub-lattice, which is related to the nominal atomic fraction of carbon in 

the alloy in the following way: 

As mentioned above, the Zener model applies only to diffusion-limited growth 

without any soft or hard impingement, and assumes an infinitely large parent matrix. 

Furthermore, the effects of for instance non-spherical grain shapes are not taken into 

account. Various modifications have been applied to the Zener model over the past 

years (for instance [23, 24]) to include these types of effects. " ^ ^ " ^ 
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3. Experimental procedure 

Chapter 2 has mtroduced the reader to the basic tlieoretical concepts of phases and 

phase transformations in low-alloy carbon steel. The chapter mainly focused on the 

two important microstructural processes of grain nucleation and grain growth in 

relation to the austenite-to-ferrite transformation. References to more thorough 

treatments of the various topics were included. 

The current chapter w i l l go into more detail on the experimental procedure. 

The chapter is divided into two parts. Section 3.1 wiU discuss the experimental 

technique that was used for obtaining the data analyzed in this project. Subsection 

3.1.1 first treats the setup of the 3DXRD microscope. Subsection 3.1.2 then moves on 

to present the specific settings that were used during the gathering of the data under 

investigation in the current project. Subsection 3.1.3 introduces the basic theoretical 

considerations related to 3DXRD. After section 3.1 has presented this introduction 

into the experimental technique, section 3.2 wiU elaborate on the goal of this project. 

This goal is based on the computational analysis required after 3DXRD microscopy 

data collection. The section elaborates on the required computational infrastructure 

for the data analysis, and formulates the exact aim of the current project. 

3.1. Three-dimensional x-ray diffraction microscopy 

Three-dimensional x-ray diffraction (3DXRD) microscopy is a relatively new 

technique, which employs the large penetration depth and high intensity of a focused 

beam of x-rays to generate diffraction patterns f rom the grains in polycrystalline 

samples [5]. I n this manner, information about the behavior of individual grain inside 

the bulk of these materials can be obtained. Over the past years, various researchers 

have presented results which indicate the promising possibilities opened up by this 

experimental technique [25-28]. 
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This section gives a thorough description of three-dimensional x-ray diffraction 

microscopy. The section is divided into three subsections. Subsection 3.1.1 presents 

the setup of the 3DXRD apparatus. The various components of the system are 

discussed, and numerous variables used in later stages are introduced. Subsection 

3.1.2 then goes on to present the exact approach adopted during this specific 

experiment. Special attention is paid to a novel type of data collection, the so-called 

box scan methodology. Subsection 3.1.3, f inally, presents the prime theoretical 

considerations behind this technique. The most important equations f rom diffraction 

theory are presented, in combination wi th their apphcation to the situation at hand. 

3.1.1. 3DXRD setup 

The three-dimensional x-ray diffraction (3DXRD) microscope used for gathering the 

data analyzed in this study is located at beamline I D l l of the European Synchrotron 

Radiation Facility (ESRF). Figure 3.1 shows a schematic representation of the setup 

of the 3DXRD microscope as i t was used for the collection of the data analyzed 

during this project. The white beam of x-rays (entering f rom the left in Figure 3.1) 

was first diffracted f rom the bent silicon Laue crystal, which monochromated the 

beam at 80 keV (providing a penetration depth in steel of about 5 mm. [29]) and 

slits 
Bent Si-Laue crystal 

Furnace 

CO , 

y: 

Focal Beam 
point stop 

2D detector 

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the setup of the three-dimensional x-ray diffraction 

microscope at beamline I D l l of the E S R P used for the experiments under consideration. The setup 

consists of a bent Si-Laue crystal, sUts, and a two-dimensional detector. The sample is positioned in a 

ftn-nace which is mounted on a table, allowing the sample to be translated and rotated. Figm-e taken 

a-om [1]. 
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focused i t verticaUy. Subsequently, two sets of slits defined the size of the beam that 

would strike the sample. Positioning the sample out of focus allowed the beam size to 

be altered during the experiment using the slits. The sample itself was placed in a 

furnace specifically designed for these types of measurements. This furnace enabled 

the in-situ studying of the austenite-to-ferrite transformation. I t was mounted on a 

table, allowing translations in three directions {x, y, z) as well as rotations about the 

vertical (a;). Rays diffracted f rom the sample were recorded using a two-dimensional 

detector (a Frelon2K CCD camera; for specifications, the reader is referred to the 

corresponding section of the website of the ESRF [30]). Rays passing through the 

sample undiffracted were prevented f rom reaching the detector by means of a beam 

stop placed in their path. 

Figure 3.2 shows a typical diffraction pattern recorded during a 3DXRD 

measurement. Various rings can be identified, each corresponding to a specific group 

of reflections f rom a specific phase. Each diffraction ring visible in the figure is in fact 

an ensemble of many individual reflections. This imphes that by using a smalljDeam 

size coinpared tp the average grain dimension, each grain i n reflection can be 

identified individually, since there w i l l only be a l imited number of grains in reflection 

the reflections from the austenite grains. From the inside outwaids till the outermost solid circle, the 

foUowing diffi-action rings can be discerned: 7 „ i , a^jo (close to 7^^^), ^2001 oi2oo> Ibzoi otziii Isn- Figui'e 

taken from [3]. 
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at each time and therefore overlap between diffraction spots w i l l be minimized. As i t 

is in Figure 3.2, the individual spots overlap and create a single blurred ring. 

A grain is in reflection when i t obeys Bragg's law, which relates the"' 

wavelength of the incident photons A and the spacing of the planes of the {hkl}-

reflection to the angle 0 between the incident photons and the diffraction plane 

(defined as in Figure 3.1) [31]: 

?zA = 2d,,,,sin(ö) (3.1) 

in which n, the order of the reflection/Is usually taken as 1 (first-order reflection). 

The planar spacing d,,;., is related to the teTtTiGe-spaeing' a according to 

d„,,= , " (3.2) 

Typical recording times for a diffraction pattern like the one shown above are in the 

order of 1 second. 

The pattern visible in Figure 3.2 is typical of a microstructrire f rom the two-

phase region of the phase diagram, wi th both austenite-and ferrite grains producing^ 

reflections. Since austenite and ferrite each have their own specific lattice parameter„ 

a.̂  and a„, generally the rings of their reflection spots w i l l fa l l on different locations on 

the detector. I n fact, using the Bragg criterion of equation (3.1) one can predict for 

each combination of crystal phase and {/iA;Z}-reflection where the corresponding 

diffraction ring wiU end up. I n Figure 3.2 the sohd circles indicate the expected 

locations of the austenite reflections. As can be seen, some of the austenite rings are 

clearly separated f rom the neighboring rings, whereas others fa l l on nearly the same 

location as one of the ferrite rings. 

When recording a diffraction pattern, the sample is rotated by a small amount 

ALU about the 2^axis to ensure that all of the intensity originating f rom a grain in 

reflection is recorded. This small rotation is meant to compensate for the mosaicity of 

the grain, which results i n small distortions of the planar spacing. However, Ao; 

cannot be chosen too large, since this would result i n overlap f rom other grains that 

have an orientation wi th in Au f rom that of the grain under consideration. 

The various types of spot overlap that might play a role during data analysis 

are illustrated in Figure 3.3. For each scenario, a schematic plot of intensity-/-versus 

azimuthal angle rj is given, as well as a sketch of the reflecting grain^positions^hi) 

(a;,?/)-space. Scenario A | depicts the desired situation. The orientation of tlxe-^rafn is 

located entirely wi th in the range [u>^-AuJ ; implying that the grain's entire 

reflected intensity w i l l show up in a single diffraction image. Additionally, there are 
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D E 

Figure 3.3: Various types of spot overlap which might play a role during 3 D X R D data analysis. A | 

shows the simplest situation: a specific reflection has no overlap with other reflections in either the r? 

or w direction. B | shows spots overlapping in the r) direction which can be solved by reducing the 

value of A w ; for C | this is not possible. D | and F | depict reflections with intensity in two or thi-ee 

separate images. E | shows two separate spots resembUng a single reflection. Image adopted fi-om [3]. 
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no grains wi t l r in tlie illuminated volume which diffract at both the same value for ?/ 

and the same value for LU. The absence of any type of overlap facilitates a 

straightforward analysis of the spot. Scenario B | , however, is slightly more 

complicated. Due to the presence of two grains producing reflections that overlap in 

the 77 dimension and lie wi th in the same a>region, the corresponding diffraction image 

(the plot of / versus ?/) wi l l show two overlapping spots. However, this can be solved 

by choosing a smaller value for Ao;. C| depicts a similar situation; here, however, the 

two grains overlap not only in the if but also in the a>-direction, meaning that 

reduction of A a; w i l l not be a solution to the overlap problem. These two peaks are 

not f i t for analj'sis (unless some peak f i t t i ng procedure is incorporated to divide the 

total intensity in two, but this would complicate the analysis significantly). 

Whereas the first three scenarios depict situations in which all of the grains' 

intensity was located wi th in a single diffraction image, D | through F | illustrate the 

possibility of a spot being divided over multiple, subsec|uent images. D | shows how 

the range in orientation of a single diffracting grain (due to such effects as crystal 

mosaicity or lattice strains) might actually end up in two different a>bins, resulting 

in two spots belonging to one and the same reflection. To calculate the intensity of a 

specific reflection, this possible wid th in the a>direction should also be taken into 

account. Therefore, for any detected spot a check is made of the neighboring images 

in a>space to determine whether or not any intensity belonging to the same reflection 

is located in those images. I f so, then the intensities are summed. This problem could 

be circumvented by increasing the value of A i ^ however, this also increases the 

chance of two individual grains incorrectly being regarded as one. This can be 

understood by referring to E|. I n case the value of A w is increased to t r y and prevent 

the splitt ing up of diffraction spots as illustrated in D | , the chance of incorrectly 

summing two separate spots like in E| simultaneously increases. This indicates the 

presence of an optimal value for Ao;. Scenario F| , finally, shows how the split t ing of 

spots might spread out over even more images, again depending on Ao». 

Figure 3.3 only illustrates the types of overlap that might be found wi th in a 

dataset. The degree to which any of these types of overlap plays a role for a specific 

set depends on the characteristics of the corresponding measurement. For instance, 

the presence of significant lattice strains wi th in the material increases the chance of 

scenarios D | or F| . Small beam sizes, on the other hand, decrease the likelihood of 

spots overlapping like in B | or C|. 
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3.1.2. Experimental approach 

The data that wei'e analyzed in this research project were recorded during an 

experiment at the ESRF conducted in the beginning of March 2005. The goal of this 

experiment was to record, in a single measurement, the following characteristics of 

the phase transformations in a low-alloy steel: 

1. The three-dimensional austenitic microstructm-e at the onset of the 

transformation; 

2. The nucleation and growth of the ferrite grains as the pro-eutectoid 

transformation progressed; 

3. The three-dimensional ferritic/austenitic microstructure after 

completion of the transformation; 

4. The nucleation and growth of the pearlite colonies as the eutectoid 

transformation progressed. 

The steel used in this experiment was a high-purity iron-carbon-manganese alloy. Its 

exact chemical composition is given in Table 3.1. The sample was cylindrically 

shaped wi th a diameter of 1 mm. and a height of 4 mm. 

Table 3.1; Chemical composition of the steel studied in the cm-rent research, in weight percentages. 

Element C M n Fe 

Amount (wt.%) 0.077 2.89 rem. 

9 

Nucleation and growth kinetics of the austenite-to-ferrite transformation in low-alloy 

carbon steel have been analyzed using synchrotron radiation before [27]. That study, 

however, was l imited in the sense that the kinetics could not be linked to the parent 

microstructure. Therefore, i n this experiment the microstructures before and after 

complete transformation have also been scanned. The objective now is to be able to 

deduce the correlation between parent microstructure, evolution of the new phase, 

and resultant microstructure. This could be achieved by describing the 

microstructures in terms of the grain boundaries present, and linking these 

descriptions to the observed locations where the ferrite nuclei form (see subsection 

2.2.1). 

Figure 3.4 shows the time-temperature plot for the entire experiment. Different 

stages during the experiment correspond to different moments during the 

transformation as listed above. Before the start of the experiment ( t < 0 ) , the sample 

was heated to a temperature of 950 °C (1223 K ) . A t t = 0 , the experiment started 
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Figure 3.4: Time-temperature profile of the experiment that was conducted in March 2005 at the 

E S R F . Various stages, corresponding to different moments during the transformation, can be 

recognized. The project at hand focuses on datasets d and e. 

wi th coohng tire sample to 350 °C at a rate of 5 °C /min . This part of the experiment 

was termed part a, and was carried out to determine the final ferrite fraction after 

transformation as well as the Ag-temperature (see Figure 2.1). During part &, the 

sainple was reheated again to 1000 °C at 15 ° C / m i n to induce austenitizing. The 

sample was then held at this temperature for an hour (part c) to allow the austenite 

structure to stabilize. During parts d and e, part of the sample was scanned to obtain 

three-dimensional data on the austenite structure. A more thorough treatment of the 

experimental procedures of parts d and e w i l l follow below. Temperature was then 

lowered to 640 °C at 2 ° C / m i n (part f l ) to obtain data on the transformation kinetics. 

After temperature was held constant at 640 °C for an hour (ƒ2), two new scans were 

performed to obtain data on the ferrite/austenite microstructure that had evolved 

during the transformation (parts g and h). Finally, during part i temperature was 

lowered again to 350 °C to be able to compare the resultant ferrite fraction to that 

obtained in part a. 

The current project focused on datasets d and e. Together, these two series of 

measurements provide the necessary information to be able to reconstruct the 

austenite microstructure at the time of the measurements. The experimental 

methodology employed during the recording of these datasets is a derivation of 

procedures f rom earlier work [32-34], and is termed the box scan methodologj'-. A n in-

depth explanation of this box scan wi l l now follow. 
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Illuminated sample volume 

309 [xm 

Figm-e 3,5: Scliematic representation of tlie box scan methodology applied to the d series of 

measurements. The sample volume of 309x300x1000 /xm' is illuminated by a beam with a Une profile 

of 15x100 ^m^. The scan is performed in thi-ee sets (stripes). For each stripe, the width of 309 / im is 

scaimed using 50 slit positions (layers). Each layer is translated by only 5 or 7.5 fmi compared to its 

precursor. The depicted graüi wiU produce intensity mider multiple subsequent slit positions. 

3.1.2.1. Box scan metliodology 

The box scan methodology is based on using a combination of horizontal and vertical 

scans (in this case the d and e series, respectively) to obtain a good resolution in both 

these directions. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic representation of the principle of the 

box scan, applied to the d series of measurements (the horizontal scans). 

The slits that define the beam size at the sample (see Figure 3.1) set the beam 

dimensions to 15x100 I n this way only a small layer of the sample volume is 

illuminated at all times. This line beam is now scanned over the area of the material 

for which one wants to determine the microstructure. One of the advantages of using 

a line beam and subsequently running this line over the surface, instead of simply 

il luminating the entire volume of interest at once, was mentioned in subsection 3.1.1; 

the number of grains in reflection is low at all times, which prevents (to a large 

degree) the overlap of spots on the detector. However, for the objective of these 

measurements (creating a three-dimensional reconstruction of the austenite structure 

of the material before the start of the transformation), the line beam provides two 

other important advantages. Since the illuminated volume is much smaller, when a 
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reflection is recorded the possible center of mass location of the corresponding grain is 

also known wi th less uncertainty. The uncertainty in grain position is lowered even 

further by employing the extra information available due to the overlap between 

subsequent slit positions of 10 or 7.5 |im^. Add i t i ona l^ , the significant reduction in 

uncertainty offers the possibility of retrieving information on the grains' shapes f rom 

the line beam data. 

The scan is performed in three parts, so-called stripes (numbered 0 through 2 

f rom the top downwards). Each stripe contains 50 layers, numbered 0 through 49. 

For each layer setting, the sample is rotated about the u>-ecxis over a range of 92° 

(from -29.5° to -F61.5°) to ensure that all grains wi th in the illuminated volume have 

been in reflection at least once. This rotation is performed in 92 steps of 1°; for each 

a/-value, a separate diffraction pattern is recorded. During the recording of such a 

diffraction pattern, the sample is rotated a small amount Aa;/2 about the a>axis in 

either direction. This rotation compensates for the mosaicity of the grains, as 

explained in subsection 3.1.1. Typical mosaic angular ranges for undeformed samples 

are in the order of 0.01° to 0.1° [35]; for the datasets used in this research, a value of 

Aw = 1° is taken. For this value, given the small beam sizes used, overlap of spots in 

the OAdimension is not expected to occur. 

The e-series was recorded in comparable fashion. Instead of a vertical beam 

profile performing a horizontal scan, the line beam was oriented horizontally and the 

scanning was done vertically. However, the dimensions of the beam were 300x15 |J,m ,̂ 

and the scan could therefore be performed in one single stripe instead of three. The 

use of three stripes diiring experiment d was necessary due to the characteristics of 

the x-ray beam coming f rom the synchrotron. Because this beam was already focused 

somewhat i n the vertical direction (the point of origin of the x-rays was ellipse-

shaped wi th its major axis along the horizontal), i t proved impossible to obtain 

beam wi th a height of 300 j-im that also had a high enough intensitj^ required fo^ 

these experiments. Therefore, the horizontal scanning had to be performed by means 

of three 100 |-Lm high stripes. This problem did not occur for the horizontal beam 

profile, and the vertical scan could be performed in a single go. Note that scanning 

wi th a smaller beam height does not increase the f inal spatial resolution in that 

direction. Af ter all, after both scans have been performed, the results f rom both 

sessions can be combined: for each peak found during the d measurements, the results 

f rom e can be reviewed to retrieve the same peak f rom that dataset (and vice versa). 

' Originally, the intention was to applj' translations pf 6 between all subsequent layers. However, 

the motor driving the slit positions proved to be able ttrhlcrenient the slit positions only with steps of 

2.5 ^im. Therefore, the periodicity in the translations was set to 5-7.5-5-7.5-5 (J,m, leading to a 30 \ui\ 

increment per 5 layers, or an average of 6 |xm per layer. 
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I n this way, the final resolution in both the horizontal and vertical dimension wi l l 

reach an equal value of about 5 [im. 

3.1.3. Theoretical considerations 

The diffracted intensity of a single grain per unit time (assuming the rotation of 

Au> is enough to have the entire grain in reflection) is given b j ' the kinematical 

approximation as [35, 36]: 

= Vo^^^^^^ V e x p ( - 2 M ) (3.3) 

in which $o represents the incident f lux of photons, V,^ stands for the volume of the 

grain, v for the volume of the unit cell, P for the jDolarization factor, and A and Aoj 

are defined as before. The Lorentz factor (^flïhe grain^s given by = 1 / s in(2ö) , 

in which 26* is the scattering angle. F,,̂ ., represents the structure factor of the {hkl}-

reflection. The general formula for the structure factor is as follows [35]: 

P„,-i = È f n [2^* + kv„ + lw„)] (3.4) 
1 

The summation runs over all N atoms wi th in the unit cell. The {u,v,w)-trehles 

represent the locations of the atoms (fractional coordinates wi th respect to the lattice 

parameter), and ƒ„, known as the atomic form factor, represents the scattering power 

of the atom. For austenite for instance (ignoring the interstitial carbon), equation 

(3.4) gives as structure factor F^^^j^^f. 

F„,,, = L [1 + (-1)""^- + (-1)^"' + ( -1) ' " ' ] (3.5) 

in which fp^ is the form factor of an iron atom. Equation (3.5) is ec[uivalent to: 

4 h , k, I all cA ên or all old 
(3.6) 

0 h, k, I of mixed parity 
tr 

indicating that for reflections for which h,k,l are not all either even or odd, there w i l l 

be zero resultant intensity. These are known as forbidden reflections. 

The constant rg in ec|uation (3.3) is known as the Thomson scattering length, 

and is given by 

r,= - = 2 . 8 2 x l 0 ^ " m (3.7) 
Airegm^c 
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with e = 1.602 X 10"^" C being tlie electron charge, m^ = 9.1094 X 10"'^ kg the electron 

mass, c = 2.9979x10** m/s the velocity of light, and £(, = 8.85419 X10"'^ F / m the 

permit t ivi ty of vacuum. The Debye-Waller factor exp(-2M) accounts for thermal 

vibrations of the atoms. M is given by [36, 37]: 

M 
6 / i ' r 

mkgQ 

'sin (9)] 

A 
(3.8) 

Here, h = 6.62608 x l O Js is Planck's constant, 7n is the mass of the atom (for iron, 

771^, = 9.27x10-'" k g ) , =1.381 x l O " ' ' J / K is the Boltzmann constant, 9 is the 

Debye temperature (for iron, 0 .̂̂  = 4 3 0 K ) , x = Q/T is the relative temperature, 

and (l)(x) is the first-order Debye function: 

'(a;) = -
X 
- f e x p ( ^ ) - l 

d^ (3.9) 

I n deriving equation (3.3), i t is assumed that the crystal rotates about an axis 

perpendicular to both the primary beam and the scattering vector. I f that is the case, 

an angular rotation of Au corresponds to a change in scattering angle of A29. I n 

general, however, the scattering vector w i l l make an angle ?/ w i th the 2^axis unequal 

to 90° (see Figure 3.1). I n that case, rotating over A w w i l l only produce a change in 

scattering angle of Awlsin rjl. This extra Isin 7]\ -term needs to be included in equation 

(3.3). Furthermore, the time-dependence of the grain volume can also be included 

in the expression for 1^. When these two factors are taken into account, equation (3.3) 

is extended to: 

(3.10) 

Clearly, for the determination of v (the volume of the unit cell) as well as for 

evaluation of the lattice spacing of the Bragg criterion, ec^uation (3.2), the lattice 

parameter of the phase under consideration is recfuired. For austenite, this lattice 

parameter a.̂  can be evaluated as a function of carbon concentration and temperature 

using the following ec[uation [38]: 

a^. = (3.6306+ 0.78a;p)(l + ( 2 4 . 9 - 5 0 a ; p ) ( r - 1 0 0 0 ) XlO"") (3.11) 

in which T is again the temperature in Kelvin, and X(. represents the atomic fraction 

of carbon in the material. The resultant lattice parameter is given in Angstrom. 
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3.2. Computational analysis and project goal 

Section 3.1 has introduced tlie reader to the experimental technique of three-

dimensional x-ray diffraction microscopy. I t was shown how a two-dimensional 

detector was used to collect diffraction patterns on the various stages of the 

austenite-to-ferrite transformation in a mni-size low-alloj ' steel sample. The 

measurements considered in the project at hand, series d and e (see subsection 3.1.2), 

were treated in more detail, after which the principal equations related to 3DXRD 

were presented. 

However, although the theory of 3DXRD is well established (see for instance 

the afore-mentioned [35] or [36]), this does not yet hold for the computational 

anatysis connected to this teclinic|ue. Since 3DXRD microscopy is a relatively new 

experimental technique, the computational methodology and accompanying software 

are not yet developed to a degree sufficient to provide off-the-shelf solutions for the 

various types of problems encountered during the data analysis. Efforts are ongoing 

to add to the pool of 3DXRD analysis software [32, 39, 40]. Referring to the 

numbering used in subsection 3.1.2, for instance, software for the analysis of datasets 

a and f l is available. I n fact, some interesting earlier publications using 3DXRD data 

have reported the analysis of these types of cooling curves [27, 28]. However, the 

analysis of datasets like d and e, or g and / i , has not, to the author's knowledge, been 

carried out before. Therefore, a large portion of the software required for the analysis 

of these datasets st i l l needed to be wri t ten after the data had been collected. 

As described earlier, this specific project focused at the analysis of datasets d 

and e. The goal of this project was to write the software required for the analysis of 

these datasets, involving read-in of the data, intermediate processing, and final 

reconstruction and visualization of the austenite structure. I n fact, the goal of this 

project was formulated in the following manner: 

Develop a software package for the three-dimensional reconstruction of a 

polycrystalline microstructure from three-dimensional x-ray diffraction microscopy 

data, and apply this package to an available dataset. 

This reconstruction comprises the position (in terms of center of mass), 

crystallographic orientation, and volume of the individual grains. Additionally, 

visualization of the grains' shapes might be achieved by employing each grain's 

fractional intensities coming f rom the line beam measurements. 

The main desired characteristics for the software package were the following: 
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1. Efficiency: Being a clear plus for any software package, efficiency is 

especially desired in this case given the large amount of data; 

2. Generality: Although the package is tested on the reconstruction of an 

austenitic microstructure, i t should be easily adaptable to f i t other steel 

phases (ferrite) or other materials; 

3. Compatibility; The package should, as much as possible, be compatible 

wi th software already wri t ten, most notablj^ the software available for 

analysis of the austenite-to-ferrite transformation as used in earlier work 

[27, 28]; 

4. User-friendliness: The various programs should be well documented and 

easily readable. 

A point of consideration when trying to achieve the second characteristic is for 

instance the amount of hard-coding of variables. This should be prevented as much 

as possible, since hard-coded variables complicate any future adaptation to new 

datasets. Regarding the compatibility issue, obvious strengths would be to write the 

package in the same language as the already existing software, and to use as much as 

possible the same variable designations as in earlier work. 
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4. Results - computational methodology 

After the mtroduction urto phase transformations in carbon steel provided by chapter 

2, chapter 3 elaborated on the experimental technique of 3DXRD microscopy. I t also 

dealt w i th the specifics of the experiment under consideration; 3.1.2 treated the 

3DXRD settings of the current experiment, and section 3.2 stated the goal of this 

project. 

The results of this thesis have been divided into two parts. The first part 

consists of a description of the software wri t ten for the analysis of 3DXRD 

microstructural data; the second part comprises the results of the application of the 

package to the datasets outlined in the previous chapter. The current chapter w i l l 

present the first part of the results. Section 4.1 presents the global architecture of the 

software package. I t identifies the different steps required for the microstructure 

reconstruction, and introduces some of the difficulties one can expect to encounter 

during such a procedure. After this first introduction into the methodology, the 

subsequent sections continue to discuss the individual processes. These descriptions 

do not go into too much detail. For more detailed descriptions of the individual 

routines, including transcripts of the exact code, the reader is referred to the 

appendix which is added to this report as a separate supplement. 

4.1. Global outline 

This section inti'oduces the basic outline of the microstructure reconstruction. I t 

briefly introduces the various parts of the methodology, which are then elaborated on 

in subsecjuent sections. 

First of all, a small word is required on the terminology used in the remainder 

of this report. The reader should be aware of the distinction made in this thesis 

between the terms 'reflection', 'spot' and 'peak'. A reflection is defined as the 

diffraction event f rom a specific grain wi th in the sample; the locations of these 
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reflections are determined by tlie crystallographic orientation of the grain. By 

definition, for any reflection the entire grain obeys the Bragg criterion and diffracts. 

However, due to the small beam sizes used in this research, i t is quite unlikely that 

any grain in the sample wi l l be ful ly illuminated at any time. Therefore, when the 

Bragg criterion is fulf i l led, not the entire grain but instead only parts thereof w i l l 

diffract. The results of these partial diffraction events are termed spots; they are the 

actual intensity objects visible wi th in the diffraction images. I n other words, a single 

reflection w i l l often manifest itself as multiple spots i n the diffraction images. 

Furthermore, i n the ideal case ('ideal' meaning Lorentzian diffraction spots), each 

spot is represented by a single peak: the pixel w i th in that spot w i t h the highest 

intensity. A peak is defined as a single pixel which has an intensity higher than a 

certain threshold value and which forms a maximum w i t h respect to all its nearest 

neighbors in (a;,?/,w)-space. 

The programming environment chosen in this project was M A T L A B . Figure 

4.1 shows a flow chart for the software package created for the three-dimensional 

microstructure reconstruction. I t depicts schematically how the raw data, in the form 

of a large amount of diffraction patterns, are transformed into a reproduction of the 

original microstructure. Before analysis of the diffraction images can commence, some 

pre-anatysis needs to be performed. This determines the values of various parameters 

that are required for the microstructure reconstruction. Subsequently, the diffraction 

patterns are read in and scanned for peaks. This produces a list of the positions of 

these peaks in terms of in which image they have been found and on which exact 

pixel. This list is then carried over to the next step, where for each peak_tlie exact f^-'- [' 

dimensions of the corresponding spot are determined. Now that for each spot its ' H' 

dimensions and hence its total intensity are known, the resultant list can be seen as 

an enumeration of all the spots in the analyzed diffract ion patterns. Subsequently, 

the spots are grouped, combining those that belong to the same reflection. The result 

hereof is a list of the reflections coming f rom the grains in the gauge volume. These 

reflections all have associated center of gravity locations, total integrated intensities 

etc. 

The final part consists of moving f rom individual reflections to real grains. 

This is done in two steps. Firstly, matching of different reflections that originate f rom 

the same grain takes place. On the basis of the crystal symmetry of the phase under 

consideration (in the case of the data investigated in this thesis: austenite), given a 

certain reflection, one can predict where (in c<>-space) the other reflections originating 

f rom the same grain should lie. I f indeed reflections are found at these w-positions, 

and these also have their center of mass at approximately the same location as the 

original reflection, i t is inferred that these reflections are real and originate f rom a 
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start 

^ Pre-analysis 

(ü i l ï rac t ion images) 

Finish 

Peak detection 

Spot characterization 

Spot grouping 

Reflection coupling 

Grain characterization 

Figure 4.1: Flow chart for the package of M A T L A B routines written for the three-dimensional 

reconstruction of a polycrystalline microstructm-e fi-om x-ray diffi-action data. The diffi-action patterns 

are transformed in a stepwise maimer into a reproduction of the original microstructm-e by the 

various operations listed on the right. 

grain at the associated center of mass position. However, i f not all expected 

reflections are found, the reflections might be rejected and no grain would be assigned 

(whether this rejection is carried out depends on exactly how man)' of the expected 

reflections are missing). Secondly, the identified grains are character^ed in terms of 

for instance location wi th in the sample and orientation using/ the individual 

reflections. / 
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4.1.1. General difficulties 

Before section 4.2 commences w i t l i the detailed treatment of the computational 

methodology, a short overview of the general difficulties expected during the analysis 

of these types of 3DXRD datasets might be of use. 

A first complexity is the size of the datasets under consideration. W i t h 

diffraction images being about 8 M B in size, the sizes of typical 3DXRD datasets 

range in the order of many GB. This feature implies high computational loads. 

Reducing the amount of data under investigation at an early stage of the analysis 

therefore appears desired. 

Another type of diff icul ty is the distortions introduced into each diffraction 

image. I n general, these distortions oiiginate f rom various parts of the experimental 

setup and can influence the results considerably i f not taken into account. Therefore, 

correction schemes should be designed to reverse these effects. 

A diffraction image w i l l always display a certain amount of background 

intensity. When the amount of background intensity is known, i t is possible to 

correct for this effect. However, characterization of the background pattern can tu rn 

out to be a complicated process, due to multiple factors influencing the precise 

amount of background at any time. 

A f inal diff icul ty worth mentioning beforehand is the split-up of individual 

reflections into multiple spots. This phenomenon was already touched upon at the 

beginning of this chapter. Not only does this require the locating of all spots 

belonging to one reflection, but i t also significantly complicates the computation of a 

reflection's to ta l integrated intensity. Due to the novel nature of the box scan 

methodology, procedures to handle these complications needed to be designed f rom 

scratch. 

After this short overview of the main difficulties related to the design of the 

methodology created during this project (an overview which is far f rom exhaustive), 

the following section provides the reader w i t h more detailed treatments of the various 

parts of the analysis. First of all, section 4.2 presents the various pre-analysis 

operations. 

4.2. Pre-analysis 

The pre-analysis part of the reconstruction serves to determine some parameters 

required for subsequent analysis of the diffraction images. Figure 4.2 depicts a flow 

chart of the pre-analysis process. The pre-analysis can be seen to consist of five main 

tasks. A l l five tasks provide input which is required for the correct interpretation of 

the diffraction images. Furthermore, the output of some of the tasks is required as 
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Start 

Spatial d is tor t ion 

reconstruction 

Dark current 

characterization 

Beam center 

determinat ion 

Detector t i l t 

determinat ion 

Sample-detector 

distance 

determinat ion 

Finish 

Figure 4.2: Flow chai-t of the pre-analysis part of the microstructui-e reconstruction procedure. The 

results from the various processes listed m the chax-t ai-e required for the subsequent analysis of the 

diffraction patterns. 

input for some of the other operations; these dependencies are the main determinants 

of the exact order in which the individual processes are carried out. 

Firstly, the functions describing the spatial distortion present in each 

diffraction image are reconstructed. Subsequently, the characterization of the dark 

current intensity is performed, both in terms of average values as well as variations. 

When this background intensity has been characterized, i t can be used as input for 

the determination of the location of the beam center. This beam center location is 

subsequently employed when determining the exact detector t i l t . Finally, the distance 

between the sample and the detector is computed, requiring the detector t i l t to be 

provided as input. The following subsections wi l l go into more detail on these five 

separate processes. 

4.2.1. Spatial distortion reconstruction 

The first , important operation that needs to be performed is the reconstruction of the 

function describing the spatial distortion of the diffraction images. I t should be 
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understood that the situation of Figure 3.1, in whicla tire diffracted x-rays simply 

strike the surface of the detector and are recorded, is a somewhat simplified 

representation. In reality, the x-rays strike a phosphor screen, which in tu rn 

generates photons w i t h wavelengths in the visible range of the spectrum so that the 

CCD camera can record them. These photons are directed towards the camera using 

a setup of mirrors. Idealty, these mirrors do not introduce any additional eri-ors into 

the data. I n practice, however, they introduce a spatial distortion of the diffracted 

image, which can be enhanced even further hy the detector's software. The general 

trend of this distortion is to increase w i t h increasing distance f rom the detector 

center. 

The spatial distortion distribution is a feature that depends only on the 

detector characteristics, and not on for instance the sample under investigation. This 

implies that characterizing the spatial distortion does not need to be done 

immediately prior to or after the experiment at hand; in fact, as long as the 

distortion has been characterized in the past these results can be used again to apply 

the necessary correction to the current experimental data. The ESRF provides a piece 

of software called F IT2D [41], which contains a function to appty this spatial 

distortion correction to an as-measured diffraction pattern. This is done by 

determining fori^eaclTpixel the degree of distortion i t has undergona? which for a given 

experimental setup is a function only of its location on the detector. 

As input, F IT2D uses the results of an earlier characterization of the spatial 

distortion. Such a characterization is performed in the following manner. A mask 

containing holes of a known diameter at known locations is placed in front of the 

detector, after which an image is recorded (without any sample present). The 

resulting image w i l l therefore be a dark grid w i th spots at the locations of the holes in 

the mask. Ideally, these spots would be eventy spaced on the detector w i th their 

spacing corresponding to the spacing in the mask itself. The spatial distortion, 

however, w i l l lead to variations in the spacing and in the projected diameters of the 

holes. Two functions are now determined which produce the horizontal and vertical 

distortions of each pixel, respectively, as a function of its position on the detector. 

Instead of using a single least-squares polynomial f i t t i ng solution for the entire 

detector surface, F IT2D uses the more sophisticated solution of a bivariate spline 

function. A A;*'-degree spline is a function which is defined piece-wise over a number 

of intervals by a set of polynomials of the A;"' degree at most. The fact that the spline 

is bivariate in this case refers to the fact that the value of the spline at each point 

(for instance the amount of distortion in the diffraction image's x direction 

(horizontal)) depends not only on its value for x but also on its value for y (vertical 

direction). 
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For the case at hand, the distortions of tlie pixels in the middle of some of the 

holes are evaluated precisety. Any four of such neighboring pixels now define a piece 

of detector area for which the spatial distortion values of the corners (known in spline 

terminology as 'knots') are known exactly, but where for the rest of the points these 

values are st i l l unknown. The spline consists of a A;"-degree polynomial through the 

knots, valid on the sub-area defined by those knots, which f rom then on gives the 

spatial distortion of all of the points in that specific area. Extra constraints on the 

polynomial are that the polynomial itself as well as its derivatives (up to the (A;-l)*'' 

one) should be continuous wi th respect to the polynomials of the neighboring sub-

areas. By calculating the poljmomials for all sub-areas, the spatial distortion of each 

point on the detector is derived. The result is a potynomial of degree k for which the 

coefficients of the various terms that make up the polynomial depend on the exact 

pixel under consideration. The spatial distortion is now ful ly determined by the list of 

spline coefficients that describe the polynomials at each location on the detector, 

together w i t h the locations of the splines' knots. F IT2D can read in these lists of 

coefficients, known as splinefiles, to reconstruct the polynomials and compute the 

spatial distortion correction required for each detector pixel. For more information on 

the theory of splines and their numerical approximation, see for instance [42-44]. 

As explained above, the spatial distortion correction can be carried out by 

FIT2D. However, this program does not provide the possibility of on-line use; each 

image needs to be corrected manually. Given the large sizes of typical 3DXRD 

datasets, this is a problematic feature. The F IT2D code controlling the spatial 

distortion was therefore translated into M A T L A B , making sure all functionalities 

were preserved. The M A T L A B code provided the possibility of on-line use. For more 

information on this translation and for transcripts of the resulting routines, the 

reader is referred to the corresponding sections of the appendix. 

4.2.2. Dark current characterization 

The second step of the pre-analysis part of the microstructure reconstruction is the 

characterization of the dark current intensities. This dark current is a near-constant 

electronic background to the diffraction images — present even when no sample is 

mounted and when the beam's shutters are closed - for which the diffraction images 

should be corrected. The dark current intensities are determined by averaging 22 

dark current measurements. Those 22 specific dark current measurements are used 

because they were recorded using the same exposure time as the dataset under 

consideration. The d dataset used exposure times of 1 second, whereas the e-set only 

used 0.5 second as its exposure time; for both sets, 22 dark current images w i t h equal 

exposure times are available. Each one of those 22 images was recorded at a different 
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w-setting; however, since no sample was present the value for u) should not have any 

influence on the intensity. 

The averaging of 22 dark current images results in a new 2048x2048 matrix, 

containing for each pixel on the detector the average electronic background of that 

specific pixel. Diffract ion images can now be corrected for the electronic background 

by subtracting this average dark current matr ix pixel for pixel. I n this way, each 

pixel is corrected using its own specific dark current value. By correcting in this 

element-wise manner, another correction is made simultaneously. This correction 

relates to the phenomenon known as 'hot pixels': faul ty pixels which register a 

constantly elevated value for the intensity. Since this defect is independent of 

whether or not a sample has been mounted or the shutters have been closed, the dark 

current intensity of such a pixel is expected to show the same increase in intensity. 

Therefore, on element-wise subtraction of the dark current intensity the hot pixels 

wi l l be neutralized. 

4.2.3. Beam center determination 

When the dark current intensities have been computed, these can be used as input 

during the determination of the location of the beam center. 

The beam center indicates the location where the undiffracted beam would 

strike the detector surface, had i t not been blocked by the beam stop. The beam 

center roughly corresponds w i t h the centers of the diffraction rings, and its location is 

used in determining spot characteristics like the azimuthal angle ?/. As mentioned, 

normally the beam stop prohibitsjthe==uH5Hfh-acted beam f rom striking the detector 

surface. I n some cases, howev^, part of th^yundiffracted beam is stil l able to reach UJ*̂ '-

the detector and leave a marking. In this case, such a direct beam mark provides a 

direct visual indication of the location of the beam center. 

Figure 4.3 presents the 3DXRD diffraction pattern of lanthanum hexaboride 

(LaBjj). This substance is used for purposes of calibration at the ESRF. I n fact, one of 

its uses is determination of the t i l t of the detector — see subsection 4.2.4. The left-

hand side of the figure shows the entire diffraction pattern. On the right-hand side, 

an enlargement is shown of the middle part of the pattern. This section corresponds 

to a part of the detector where one does not expect to f ind any significant intensity, 

since this part of the detector was shielded f rom any incoming x-rays by the beam 

stop. Sti l l , the enhancement shows a clear intensity object located in the vicini ty of 

') 

60 

the center of the detector. Note that the center of the detector can be recognized 

f rom small deviations in background intensity visible in the enhancement. The top "̂̂  ^^ . , ' / ' | 

left and bot tom right show slightly higher background intensity than the top right 

and bottom left parts; the transitions lie exactly down the horizontal and vertical 
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\ 
Figure 4.3: Diffraction pattern of lanthanum hexaboride (LaBg) used by F I T 2 D for the determination 

of the detector tilt. The left-hand side depicts the entire diffraction pattern. The right-hand side is an 

enlargement of the middle of the diffi-action pattern, showing the direct beam mark. Note that the top 

left and bottom right part of the enliancenient show sHghtly more dai-kening than the top right and 

bottom left. For reasons of clarity, the detector's middle has also been indicated usmg dashed hnes. 

middle of the detector. The effect, however, appears to be only a minor one. I n fact, 

i t might be diff icult to appreciate the effect on print due to the loss of contrast; 

therefore, i n the enlargement the horizontal and vertical middle of the detector have 

also beej^iridiBètéd by^j;lle dashed lines. ^ 

(Visual inspect^dn of the LaBg diffraction pattern shows that the mark is 

located at-the-eenter of the diffraction rings, giving confidence to the assumption that 

we are in fact dealing w i t h a direct beam mark. Apparently, despite the presence of 

the beam stop some undiffracted rays were sti l l able to reach the detector screen. 

This is probablj^due^to a small opening in the beam stop at the location where a pin tJ-j 

diode was attached to the stop (the wiring of which is visible in the bottom right ^ 

corner of the diffraction pattern). y , , 0'-' 

Normally, instead of using a direct beam mark, the beam center is determined 

by using FIT2D to perform a f i t on the rings of the LaBg diffraction. I n this case, 

however, this was not possible because the {iöö}-r ing of the diffraction pattern was 

blocked by the beam stop, as a result of which the routine used for determining the 

beam center could no longer produce reliable results. 

The direct beam mark provides a first visual indication of the location of the 

beam center. For accurate computations, however, these coordinates need to be 

refined. This was done in the following manner. The location of the beam mark is 
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taken (the coordinates of tlie pixel wi th in the mark w i t h the highest intensity), and a 

rectangular box is drawn around i t . The exact location of the beam center is then 

determined by computing a weighted average of the horizontal and vertical 

coordinates of the pixels wi th in this box, using the pixels' intensities as weights. 

Before weighing, each pixel is corrected for its dark current intensity using the 

correction as outlined in the previous subsection. The result of this procedure is a 

pair of coordinates describing the weighted average location of the beam center on 

the detector. These coordinates can f rom here on be used in determination of for 

instance the azimuthal angle 77 of diffraction spots. The beam center location is also 

used in determining the detector t i l t , the foUoAving step in the pi'e-analysis part of the 

reconstruction. 

4.2.4. Detector tilt determination 

I n the experimental setup as depicted in Figure 3.1, the plane of the detector is 

expected to be perpendicular to the incoming beam. I f this is the case, the diffraction 

spots wi l l form concentric rings on the detector, one for each of the {/i/;Z}-reflections. 

I n practice, hoAvever, this ideal situation is hard to realize and a certain degree of 

misalignment Avill be introduced, resulting in diffraction ellipses instead of rings. I t is 

possible to correct for this misalignment, but obviously to do this the exact 

misalignment needs to be knoAvn. 

The detector t i l t can be completely characterized by tAvo angles as depicted in 

Figure 4.4. The plane A represents the ideal detector plane, perpendicular to the 

incoming beam. However, due to the misalignment the actual detector plane becomes 

A'. The line I is knoAAUi as the rotation axis. I t is formed by all points that are 

common to both A and A', including the beam center (designated in Figure 4.4 as 

b.c). The line k is the vertical passing through the beam center. Together, k and I 

define an angle 7]j.. This angle defines in Avliich direction the detector misalignment is 

oriented. The extent of the misalignment is given by the t i l t angle cp. This is simply 

the angle betAveen the ideal plane A and the actual plane A'. 

FIT2D, the piece of softAvare already introduced in subsection 4.2.1, can 

determine a detector's misalignment in terms of the tAA'o angles ?/y and (p using its 

internal function T I L T . I t uses the diffraction pattern of lanthanum hexaboride 

introduced before (Figure 4.3), together Avith the location of the beam center derived 

in the previous subsection. LaBg has a well-defined crystal structure (having a cubic 

unit cell Avith lattice parameter â „̂ ^ = 4.157A), AAdiich imphes that Avlien the energy 

of the incoming x-ray is knoAvn {E=80 keV) the exact diffraction angles 2̂ ,,̂ ., of the 

various {/i/;/}-reflections of LaBf, can be computed using the Bragg criterion. F IT2D 

can f i t the experimental^ observed shapes and locations of the LaBg diffraction rings 
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Figxire 4.4; Schematic representation of the cliaracterization of the degree of detector misaUgmnent. 

When the detector screen is not placed perpendicular to the mcoining beam (striking the screen at the 

beam center b.c), the detector plane changes from the ideal plane A to A'. The degree of 

misalignment is completely characterized by two angles: rjj., the angle between the vertical k and the 

rotation axis I, and (p, the angle between A and A' (known as the tilt angle). 

using and (p as tlie f i t t i ng variables. The output of the FIT2D misalignment 

analysis is two angles. One of these angles is equal to the ip angle mentioned above. 

The FIT2D-defini t ion of r/, however, differs f rom that outlined in the previous 

paragraph. The t i l t plane rotation angle of F IT2D, IJFITZD) is defined as the anti

clockwise angle between the horizontal direction and the major axes of the diffraction 

ellipses. Since the major axis of such an ellipse always lies perpendicular to the 

rotation axis, the two t i l t plane rotation angles are related hy. 

I n this manner, F IT2D provides a f u l l characterization of the detector misalignment 

in terms of the two angles ?/y and (p. This facilitates correction for the ellipsoidal 

shapes of the diffraction rings later on in the analysis. 
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4.2.5. Sample-detector distance determination 

The final parameter required before analysis of the actual diffraction patterns can 

commence is the distance between the sample and the detector, L,,;. However, no 

measurement of this sample-detector distance was conducted during the experiments 

at the ESRF, So, the value of L^^ needs to be determined in some other manner. This 

was done using the LaBg chffraction image. Figure 4.3, in combination wi th the angle 

% following f rom the detector t i l t description (Figure 4.4). Since the diffraction 

angles 26*,,̂ ., of the rings in the LaBg image are known, the only value required to 

determine the sample-detector distance is the distance i?,,̂ ., between the beam center 

and such a diffraction ring. After all, the tangent of 26* is nothing more than the ratio 

between i?,,̂ ., and L^,{. 

t a n ( 2 ö , J = ^ (4.2) 

However, this relation only holds for circular diffraction rings; when the rings have 

been deformed into ellipses (as a result of the detector misalignment), equation (4.2) 

can no longer be applied since no single value for i?,,̂ .; can be defined anymore. 

This problem can be circumvented, though, using the rotation axis, the 

direction of which is defined by ijj,. The rotation axis is formed by those points that 

lie both in the ideal and in the true detector plane, and therefore only contains points 

that have not been distorted by the detector misalignment. I t follows that the 

distance between the beam center and the point of intersection between the {hkl}-

ring and the rotation axis in fact equals the radius i?,,̂ ., of the undistorted {/i/;/}-ring. 

So, construction of the rotation axis I using the value of 7/̂  and subsequent visual 

determination of the intersection between / and the LaBf, ( i i 0 } - r i n g gives the value 

of Rjjg. Using 20^^g=3.O°, this then produces a value for i „ , in units of pixels. Similar 

procedures can be carried out for the other diffraction rings in the LaBg diffraction 

image. 

I n principle, a value of iy,^ in units of pixels suffices; all subsequent 

computations can be performed using units of pixels as well. However, a value of L,^ 

expressed in for instance millimeters is easier to work wi th on an intui t ive basis. 

Therefore, a conversion between units of pixels and unit of millimeters is desired. 

This conversion is not as straightforward as i t might seem, though. The pixels do 

have well-defined physical dimensions (a wid th and height of 14 |xm [30]), but the 

effective size of a pixel can differ significantly f rom these. This difference can be 

attributed to two main factors: a scaling constant, and the pixels' point-spread 

function. 
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Regarding the scaling factor, the reader is reminded of the remark made in 

subsection 4.2.1, stating that the experimental setup given by Figure 3.1 is a 

somcAvhat simplified representation. The diffracted rays strike a phosphor screen, 

which sribsequently emits photons that are guided towards the CCD camera by a 

system of mirrors. However, the sizes of the phosphor screen and the chip of the CCD 

camera differ. I n fact, the combined effect of the mirrors sciueezes the diffracted 

beams so that the dimensions of the diffraction pattern falling onto the CCD camera 

are actually much smaller than the pattern's real physical dimensions, resulting in a 

scaling down of the image. Clearly, therefore, the surface area of a CCD pixel (14x14 

|xm') represents a much larger area of the phosphor screen. The second reason for the 

uncertaintjf in effectiA^e pixel size is related to the point-spread function (PSF) of the 

pixels. The PSF of a pixel is a function describing the amount of blurring of an object 

registered by the pixel. For a detailed description of point-spread functions, see for 

instance [45]. Unfortunately, the PSF of the Frelon2K detector is not well 

characterized, and therefore a proper correction for the PSF (which Avould require 

some type of deconvolution scheme to rcA'̂ erse the blurring effect) is not feasible. 

Sti l l , a value for the effective pixel size can be retrieved f rom the afore

mentioned splinefile (the file containing the coefficients of the splines describing the 

spatial distortion - see subsection 4.2.1). Since the distortion characterization is 

performed using a mask wi th holes at fixed distances f rom each other in real space (5 

mm.) , the effective pixel size can be determined by relating this grid spacing to the 

average number of pixels between tAVo holes on the recorded image. This produces a 

conversion factor which transforms L^^ f rom units of pixels to units of millimeters. 

4.3. Peak detection 

The previous section described the A'-arious operations performed during the pre

analysis part of the three-dimensional microstructure reconstruction. This pre

analysis characterizes A^arious parameters that are reciuired as input during the actual 

analysis process. The current section continues by treating the first part of the data 

analysis: the peak detection. Figure 4.5 depicts a floAV chart of the routine carrying 

out this process. The routine analyzes all 92 diffraction images corresponding to a 

single slit setting. 

The process starts by declaring some parameters. Some of these are hard-

coded, others are dependent upon the stripe and layer number, which are required as 

input variables and define which diffraction images are to be analyzed. When the 

necessary parameters have been set, masks can be created AAdiich wi l l be used to 

shield parts of the diffraction images. A loop over all images recorded at the slit 

setting under consideration is started; for each value of w, the corresponding image is 
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Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the pealc detection process. The routine searches for diffraction peaks within 

the images recorded for a specific sUt setting. This is done by looping over ui and over the difh-action 

rings, and then performing a peak search for each iteration. 

read and the masks are applied. A second loop is started, this one over the two 

diffraction rings of interest, after which for each ring the peak search is carried out. 

Results are put into a large list which is returned as output to the calling program. 

Figure 4.6 shows a typical diffraction pattern considered in this project. This 

pattern was recorded at stripe 0, layer 0, a ' = - 1 7 ° , w i th beam dimensions of 15x100 

|xm^ (dataset d). The graj^scale of the picture has been inverted to allow for easier 

spot identification. Spots now appear as dark marks on a lighter background. The 

pattern shows some interesting characteristics. First of all, the spots can be seen to 

lie on circles that center near the middle of the detector, as follows f rom the 

application of Bragg's law to the experimental situation at hand. Furthermore, the 

regions of the diffraction image where no peaks are found obviously display some 

considerable background intensity. Clearly, this background needs to be taken into 

account when performing a search for peaks. The background intensity does not 

appear to be constant over the entire detector; for instance. Figure 4.6 shows a 

difference between the background intensity on the left-hand side and on the right-

hand side of the detector. Though this difference is quite pronounced in the figure 

due to the intensity scaling, the effect is only in the order of a few counts, i.e. in the 

order of 0.1 % of the average background intensity. I t is probably caused by a 
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Figure 4.6; Example of a diffraction pattern reconstructed using P I T 2 D . This pattern corresponds to 

stripe 0, layer 0, w = - 1 7 ° . For easier spot recognition, the grayscale has been inverted. Notice the 

diffr-action spots lie on circles approximately aromid the center of the detector. The difference in color 

between the left-hand side and right-hand side of the unage is indicative of a small difference in 

backgromid intensity between the two. Tliis is caused by a software anomaly. 

software anomaly of the Frelon2K detector. Sti l l , given the presence of this non-

constant background, the newly wri t ten softAvare was required to be able to correct 

the diffraction images for this effect. 

The foUoAving subsections w i l l go into more detail on some of the issues 

regarding the peak detection procedure. More extensive treatments of all processes of 

the routine, including transcripts of the original code, can once again be found in the 

appendix. 

4.3.1. Diffraction ring definition 

Some of the parameters declared at the start of the peak detection process are the 

angles at Avhich the diffraction spots of the {200}- and {220}-r'mgs are expected to be 

located. The Bragg criterion predicts a single, specific value for any { M / } - r i n g : values 

of 4.9° and 6.9° for 2̂ 2ou and 2(9220) to be precise. I n practice, hoAÂ CA'-er, a bandAvidth in 

diffraction angle needs to be defined to ensure all peaks are taken into account. This 

bandAvidth Avas determined on visual inspection of the images, and was in the order of 

several tenths of a degree on either side of the theoretical diffraction angle. 
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Various reasons for tlie presence of this diffraction angle bandwidth can be 

identified. These include the beam being slightly divergent, the beam not being 

monochromatic, and the presence of local variations in lattice spacing. The appendix 

to this report contains calculations indicating the effect of yet another factor: the 

(imphcit) assumption of a point-sized sample. For the sample used in the experiment 

under consideration, this factor alone produced a contribution to the diffraction angle 

bandwidth of about 0.1°. This compares quite well to the experimentally observed 

bandwidths of several tenths of a degree. 

4.3.2. Masking 

Since the expected locations of the diffraction spots he on well-defined rings (or 

ellipses, taking the distortion into account), most of the pixels on the detector w i l l 

never belong to any spot, simply because they do not he on these diffraction rings. 

These pixels can therefore be skipped during the peak detection process. This is 

achieved by the application of so-called masks. 

Masks are matrices of the same size as the diffraction images; a separate mask 

is created for each diffraction ring. A mask contains onty I's and O's: a 1 for any pixel 

that is located on the diffraction ring under consideration, and a 0 for any other 

pixel. By element-wise multiplication of the diffraction image and a mask, all pixels 

on the diffraction image are set to 0 except those that lie on the ring of interest: 

everything except the diffraction ring is masked off. 

The masks are created using a small M A T L A B routine wri t ten b j ' dr.ir. Niels 

van D i j k of the Reactor List i tute Delft . The routine takes into account the 

misalignment between the detector and incoming beam as characterized during the 

pre-analysis (see subsection 4.2.4). The masks are given an ellipsoidal shape 

corresponding w i t h the shape of the distorted diffraction rings, so that no relevant 

data are lost as a result of the masking procedure. 

Creating the masks also provides a simple, yet efficient way to reduce the peak 

search area of a diffraction image. By determining the locations of the outermost 

pixels of a mask, a rectangle can be constructed which encloses the mask under 

consideration. Since this rectangle is constructed using the mask's outermost pixels, i t 

follows that the intensity of any pixel outside this rectangle has been set to 0 by the 

masking operation. Therefore, the peak search can be confined to the limits of the 

rectangular area. For rings associated wi th relatively small diffraction angles, using 

this knowledge can result i n reductions in peak search area of well over 50%. 
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4.3.3. Criterion - threshold intensity 

For a pixel to be designated as a peak, its intensity is required to f u l f i l l two criteria: 

i t has to be higher than a certain threshold value, and i t needs to be a local 

maximum w i t h respect to its nearest neighbors in (a;,2/,a;)-space. The current 

subsection details the first criterion; the second criterion is outlined in the subsequent 

subsection. 

A l l pixels on the detector wi l l register a certain non-zero intensity, even when 

these pixels do not belong to a spot. This background intensity can be quite a 

significant factor. I n general, the background intensity can be divided into two parts: 

an electronic and a non-electronic part. The electronic background, or dark current, 

was already introduced in subsection 4.2.2. I t was described as a near-constant effect, 

present on every pixel on the detector. The second term is a non-electronic 

background contribution. This term mainly originates f rom various scattering effects 

wi th in the sample or the furnace (thermal scattering, slit scattering etc.). The 

amount of non-electronic background noise is dependent on such factors as beam 

dimensions, beam current wi th in the synchrotron storage ring, temperature etc. Since 

some of these effects show a dependence on the diffraction angle [37], this background 

contribution is not expected to be (near-)constant over the entire detector. 

The task of the intensity criterion treated in this subsection is to pick out 

those pixels of which the intensities cannot reasonably be attributed to the 

background anymore. I n other words, i t searches for pixels w i t h an unexpectedly high 

intensity. The general form for a criterion to f u l f i l l a task like this is 

luin = na,^ 1 (4.3) 

in which represents the value of the threshold, (ag^ the standard deviation in the 

background intensity, and n often takes a value in t hè order of 2-3. 

Generally, the arrival of background counts is modeled using a Poisson 

distribution [46]. When the average value of such a Poisson distribution is high 

enough (say, larger than 10), this distribution can be approximated using a normal 

distribution w i t h mean and variance equal to the average of the Poissoia^ist-ribuiir)^ 

[47]. This implies that equation (4.3) can be rewritten as y \ --y = \o T - = ^ 

w i th <lBa> representing the average background intensitj^ A value for n of 2, for 

instance, implies that about 2.3% of the pixels w i l l have a background intensity 
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higher tlran the thresliold value [46]. For a value of 3, this fraction drops to only 

0.1%. 

The average background intensity is computed by defining two background 

rings. I n this manner, i f a dependence of the background intensity on the distance 

f rom the beam center exists this should be visible f rom the data. The first and second 

background ring are located between the austenite's {200}- and {220}-, and {220}-

and {31ï}-ïïïig, respectively, implying that no diffraction spots are expected wi th in 

these rings. Therefore, by determining the average intensities of these rings the 

average background intensity of the dataset can be determined, and hence the 

threshold criterion of the form of ec|uation (4.4) can be constructed. The value of n is 

determined by a trial-and-error type process, i n which 2 is taken as the starting value 

(a value commonly used for these tj^pes of criteria) which can subsequently be refined 

based on the amount of pixels incorrectly identified as peaks. 

For numerical results on the background characterization, the reader is 

referred to chapter 5. For a detailed description of the derivations of the exact 

threshold criteria for the Iavo datasets, the reader is also referred to the corresponding 

sections of the appendix. 

4.3.4. Criterion - local maximum 

Whereas the previous subsection highlighted the criterion of the intensity threshold 

imposed on each pixel during peak scanning, the current subsection discusses the 

second criterion emploj'ed. This criterion states that the pixel under consideration 

should form a local intensity maximum w i t h respect to all its nearest neighbors in 

(.i',7/,c<;)-space. 

The workings of this criterion are indicated in Figure 4.7. I n this figure, the 

pixel indicated wi th a cross has been recognized as having an intensity higher than 

the threshold value. The analysis continues by checking this pixel's intensity'- against 

its 8 nearest neighbors wi th in the same diffraction image (recorded at a certain value 

of (J), as well as against its 9 nearest neighbors in both the preceding and succeeding 

image in a>space. I f the pixel's intensity proves to be a maximum w i t h respect to 

these 26 other pixels, the pixel is identified as a peak. I f this is not the case, then 

apparently some neighboring pixel displays a higher intensity; these two pixels are 

most likely part of the same spot. Since each spot should preferably be represented 

by only a single entry in the list of peaks, the pixel under consideration is not treated 

as a peak. Instead, i t is the nearest neighbor wi th the higher intensity that is 

designated as a peak (providing that pixel does constitute a local maximum). 

When a pixel has been identified as a peak, several characteristics of that peak 

can be calculated. These include the distance f rom the beam center R, the exact 
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Figure 4.7; Scliematic representation of tlie second criterion used in the peak detection process. The 

pixel indicated with a cross has an intensity higher than the thi'eshold intensity. I t is then checked 

against the intensities of its 26 neighbors in three-dimensional (x,y,u))-space. When the intensity of 

the pixel in question is larger than or equal to the intensities of all of those neighbors, it is identified 

as a peak. 

diffraction angle 20, and the azimuthal angle Additionally, a first indication of the 

size of the corresponding diffraction spot is calculated by determining the spot's half-

wid th half-maximum ( H W H M ) values in all three dimensions. These values indicate 

at what distance f rom the peak the intensity has dropped to below half the peak's 

intensity. I n this way, a first estimate of the spot size is obtained. 

4.4. Spot characterization 

As shown in Figure 4.1, after the peaks have been detected their corresponding spots 

are characterized. This characterization consists of two main parts: determination of 

the dimensions of the spot, and subsequent calculation of the spot's characteristics 

such as R, 20, r/ and tota l intensity. 

Figure 4.8 shows a flow j i h a r t — « f - ^ h e routine performing this spot 

characterization, Avhich requires^, single peak asj)input. The routine starts off by 

declaring some parameters thar toos t ly-depend^r the diffraction image in which the 

peak under consideration is located. When this is done, determination of the spot's 

dimensions commences. For this, a iDrocedure is used based on three objects: a box 
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Figure 4.8; Flow cliai't of the spot characterization process. The routine determines the dimensions of 

a diffraction spot represented by a previously detected peak, and characterizes it in terms of total 

corrected intensity and center of gravity detector coordinates. These coordinates are subsequently 

corrected for the spatial distortion of the image introduced by the setup's optics, 

containing the spot under consideration, and two shells that envelop this box. On the 

basis of these three objects the background intensity can be computed and the two 

criteria described in the previous section can be evaluated. I n case the criteria are 

fulf i l led, the spot's dimensions are accepted. I f not, they are refined and the procedure 

is repeated. For a detailed explanation of this procedure, see the following subsection. 

When the routine has arrived at the spot's correct dimensions, i t proceeds by 

characterizing the spot i n terms of its center of gravity coordinates on the detector 

and its total intensity (corrected for the background). Finally, the correction for 

spatial distortion is applied. For more on this latter subject, see subsection 4.4.2. I n 

case no correct spot dimensions can be determined (for instance because of spot 

overlap, or because the spot is located too close to the limits of the co scanning 

range), the routine is ended prematurely and control is passed back to the calling 

program. 
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4.4.1. Spot dimension refinement 

The first of two main parts of the spot cliaracterization process is concerned w i t h 

determining the spot's size in all three dimensions x, y and LO. As a first estimate of 

the spot size, the spot's half-width half-maximum ( H W H M ) values have been 

determined at the end of the peak detection process. These define a box (the so-called 

'peak box') which, in a first approximation, describes the spot's size. Clearly, though, 

these H W H M values w i l l not always suffice for describing the exact dimensions. 

Especially the larger spots w i l l usually have considerable tails which need to be taken 

into account when computing for instance total integrated intensities. 

The essence of deciding i f the spot dimensions have been set correctly, is 

determining whether or not the peak box contains all pixels that show an increase in 

intensity as a result of the diffraction spot. Hence, some criterion is required to 

determine whether or not the pixels bordering the peak box have an intensity that is 

higher than expected for pixels that do not belong to a spot, in other words an 

intensity higher than can reasonably be attributed to the background. As mentioned 

in subsection 4.3.3, the average background intensity of a pixel w i l l generally vary as 

a function of location on the detector. More specifically, some radial dependence of 

the background is expected, complicating matters at hand considerably. 

So, the routine needs some way of determining whether the intensitj ' of pixels 

bordering the peak box could reasonably be attributed to the background or not; 

however, the average background intensity is not something that can be determined 

simply by averaging a few pixel readings at some distance f rom the beam center at 

which no peaks are expected. Determination of the average background intensity 

wi th in a diffraction ring is a complicated procedure^-lr^auiiputiiig this would require 

knowledge of which pixels wi th in such a ring are part of a peak and which are not, 

since pixels belonging to a peak should not be inchid^d in this„averaging procedure. 

This, in turn, would require prior knowledge of the threshold intensity, which 

depends on the average background intensity; and this is exactly what we are t rying 

to determine. The onlj'' way to directly determine the average background intensity 

would therefore be some kind of iterative procedure where one would start w i th a 

certain value for the average background intensity (for instance the average of all 

pixels in the diffraction ring, so including those belonging to a peak), determine 

which pixels belong to peaks and which don't, and use this knowledge to recompute 

the average background intensitj^ This new value can then be used for the 

subsequent iteration. This could be repeated unt i l the computed intensitj^ no longer 

shows any significant changes. The resulting routine, however, would be complicated 

and time-consuming. o 'I 
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Shells 

Beam Center 
Diffraction Ring 

Figure 4.9: Two-dimensional visualization of the defuiitions of Shelll and Shell2 used in the 

determination of the correct size of the pealc box BoxO aromid a pealc at a distance irom the beam 

center. Shelll is a sliell of a single pixel in width aromid the peak box BoxO, whereas Shell2, also a 

single pixel wide, envelops Shelll. Note that, although the figm-e only displays the detector's x and y 

directions, the peak box and the two enveloping shells also extend into w-space. 

Instead, a different approacli to tlris problem was designed. Tliis approach was 

based on work carried out by dr. Enrique Jinienez-Melero of the Reactor Institute 

Delft . I t is buil t around the definition of two shells: Shelll , which strictly envelops 

the peak box (designated as BoxO) in all three dimensions, and Sliell2, which strictly 

envelops Shelll. The situation is visualized in Figure 4.9, albeit only two-

diniensionally. The figure depicts a pixel which has been identified as a peak lying at 

a distance^iJ^Tlroiii^the bèam center . This peak has KWHMjyalrrè^^ associated w i t h i t . 

These (values are used Jo construct a box around the peak which serves as a first 

approxmmtion-to'trhe actual peak dimensions. Around this box (BoxO) two shells are 

defined. Shelll and Shell2 both have a width of a single pixel, and they strictly 

envelop the peak box and Shelll , respectively. Note that, although the figure only 

displaj's a single diffraction pattern and hence only visualizes the procedure i n two-

dimensional (a;,7/)-space, the peak box and surrounding shells also extend into a> 

space. 

As mentioned above, the main diff iculty surrounding the determination of the 

f inal peak dimensions is the dependence of the non-electronic part of the background 

intensity on the distance f rom the beam center R. Since the pixels wi th in BoxO do 

not have a constant distance to the beam center, the non-electronic background 
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correction tliey require is not constant eitlier. For eacli distance to the beam center, a 

separate average non-electronic background intensity value should be computed, so 

that each of the peak's pixels can be corrected wi th the appropriate value. 

This is done in the following manner. For all of the pixels in BoxO, Shelll and 

Sliell2, the distance to the beam center (in units of pixels) is computed. These 

distances are rounded to integer numbers so that a discrete distribution of distances 

around R^, is formed. Depending on the dimensions of the peak box (ranging f rom 2 

to 10 pixels H W H M in either direction), Shell2 for instance wih typically contain 

pixels w i t h radial distances varying between (i?;,-10) and {Rp+10). Subsequently, for 

both shells the intensities of pixels that have the same distance to the beam center 

are averaged. I n this way, a list is created for each shell which contains the distances 

of the pixels wi th in that shell to the beam center and their corresponding average 

intensities. 

The following reasoning is now applied. I f Shelll does not contain any 

intensity f rom the spot iu BoxO, and Sliell2 does not contain any intensity f rom any 

neighboring spot, then both shells only contain background intensity and therefore 

the average backgrotind intensity of pixels in Shelll at a certain distance f rom the 

beam center should be (approximately) equal to that of pixels in Shell2 at the same 

distance. So, the average intensity of pixels wi th in Shelll as a function of distance to 

beam center, <Ig,^i(R)>, is compared to the average intensity of pixels wi th in Shell2 

at the same distance, <Iy,,2(i?)>. I f these are approximately ecjual for all values of R 

that fal l wi th in Shelll, then the peak box dimensions are accepted as the f inal 

dimensions. Analysis can continue, using the background intensities f rom Shelll for 

the non-electronic background correction of the pixels in BoxO. I f Shelll shows 

significantly higher intensities than Shell2, then Shelll st i l l contains intensity f rom 

the spot m BoxO. The peak box dimensions are enlarged by a single pixel in each 

direction, and the procedure is repeated. I f Shell2 contains higher intensities than 

Shelll, then i t appears Sliell2 contains intensity f rom a neighboring spot. The peak 

box dimensions are reduced by a single pixel in all directions to t ry and exclude this 

influence, and the procedure is repeated. I n this way, the peak box size is refined 

un t i l the correct dimensions have been obtained. 

The criterion used for determining whether or not </s , , j ( i ï )> and </j,,2(i2)> 

are 'approximately equal' is based on the normal approximation to the Poisson 

distribution, and follows a reasoning similar to that of the intensity threshold 

criterion outlined in subsection 4.3.3. Assuming again that the background counts 

follow a Poisson distribution, the background of a pixel at a certain distance R f rom 

the beam center can be approximated by a normal distribution w i t h mean and 

variance equal to the background intensity's average. Remember, however, that the 
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intensities of Slielll and SlieI12 are actually averages of multiple pixels that all lie at 

distance R. Averaging N observations f rom the same distribution has the effect of 

reducing the variance in the average by a factor of N as compared to the variance of 

a single observation. So, i f Shelll contains pixels' at a distance R f rom the beam 

center, then the variance (ogi^iY in the average background intensity in Shelll at R 

can be approximated by: 

A similar expression can be wri t ten for the variance in the background intensity in 

Shell2 at a distance R f rom the beam center. By comparing the actual difference 

between the average intensities in the two shells, <Isi^^{R)> - < Igi,.^(R)>, to the sum 

of their standard deviations, one can now determine whether or not the two differ 

significantly. The criterion for determining whether the peak box dimensions have 

been set correctly then becomes of the form: 

in which the left-hand side of the criterion represents the absolute difference between 

the two experimentally observed average intensities, and the right-hand side 

represents the sum of the standard deviations of the distributions of the average 

intensities in the two shells at distance R. Shelll and Shell2 contain A j and pixels 

w i t h this specific distance to the beam center, respectively. I f the criterion is not met, 

and <Igi^^(R)> is larger than <Isi,2{R)>) then Shelll contains intensity f rom the spot 

in BoxO. I f the criterion is not satisfied but <Isi,2{R)> is larger than <Is,^^(R)>, then 

Shell2 contains intensity f rom a neighboring spot. I n both cases, the dimensions are 

refined, and the procedure is repeated. 

I n case the criterion is fulf i l led for all values of R that lie wi th in the peak box, 

then the peak box dimensions are adequate and analysis continues. Firstly, the spot's 

to ta l intensity is calculated. This calculation includes correcting for the background 

intensity. As mentioned above, this is done by subtracting f rom each pixel in the spot 

the average background intensity of the spots i n Shelll lying at the same distance to 

the beam center. I n this way, the radial dependence of the background intensity is 

taken into account. The corrected intensities of the individual pixels are subsequently 

used as weighing factors during the determination of the center of gravity coordinates 

of the spot on the detector. Finally, these coordinates are corrected for their spatial 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

distortion. 
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4.4.2. Spatial distortion correction 

The spatial distortion introduced into the diffraction images can lead to significant 

deviations of the observed coordinates of the diffraction spots. This, in turn , w i l l lead 

to errors in for instance ?/, which eventually manifest themselves as errors in the 

computed crystallographic orientation of the diffracting grain. To prevent this, a 

correction for the spatial distortion is required. This correction can be applied using 

the M A T L A B routines writ ten to perform the F IT2D spatial distortion correction as 

described in subsection 4.2.1. A word on the t iming of this distortion correction is 

required here, though. 

As mentioned in subsection 4.2.1, the spatial distortion is modeled using two 

bivariate splines of the th i rd degree in both dimensions. This implies that the 

function describing the spatial distortion as a function of a pixel's location on the 

detector is not linear, and the corrected average location of a specific spot w i l l not be 

the same as the average corrected location of that spot; 

l{(m),{n)) ^ ( 4 ( 7 n , n ) ) ^^^^ 

/„((m>,(77» ^{fAm,n)) 

Here, f^m^n) and f^(m,n) represent the spline function for the distortion of a 

pixel {m,n) in FIT2D's y and x direction, respectively. The angle brackets represent 

weighted averages over all pixels wi th in a specific diffraction spot. 

Because of this non-linearity of the spatial distortion spline functions, strictly 

speaking the spatial distortion correction should be applied to all pixels before the 

start of the analysis. I n this way, the peak search commences on the corrected 

images, and the distortion effects have been cancelled before they can even play a 

role i n the process. However, this procedure increases the computational load. 

Furthermore, i t complicates the subsequent analysis because the grid points are no 

longer evenly spaced in the (a;,y)-plane of the detector. Therefore, i t would be 

beneficial i f i t were acceptable to apply the spatial distortion correction at a later 

stage of the analysis. To analyze the error introduced by such a delayed application 

of the spatial distortion, a single spot was chosen and analyzed using three separate 

scenarios: 

A | First correct all pixels for their spatial distortion. Then start the 

analysis: search for peaks, determine the correct peak box size, and 

compute the location of the spot's center of gravity. 
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B | Perform the peak search, and determine tire correct peak box 

dimensions. Correct all pixels wi th in the box for their spatial distortion, 

and then compute the spot's center of gravity. 

C| Perform the peak search, determine the peak box dimensions, and 

compute the center of gravity. Correct this center of gravity location 

using the spatial distortion splines. 

Strictly speaking, scenario A is the correct way of applying the spatial distortion. 

Scenario B locates the peaks using the uncorrected pixel locations, and refines the 

peak box sizes using distorted H W H M values. This could influence the f inal peak box 

dimensions determined by the routine. Scenario C first reduces the spot to a single 

pair of center of gravity-coordinates, and applies the correction only to these two 

coordinates. Clearly this reduces computational load, but the accuracy of the 

resulting center of gravity coordinates of the peak might suffer considerably. 

The spot chosen to be analyzed using these three separate scenarios was 

required to have two important characteristics. Firstly, i t was required to be a large 

spot. This win generally enlarge the differences between the outcomes of the three 

scenarios. Secondly, the spot was required to be located in the outer ring under 

consideration in this project, the {220}-x'mg. As mentioned earlier, the general trend 

of the spatial distortion is to increase wi th increasing distance f rom the detector's 

center. Therefore, by picking a peak in the outer ring the influence of the distortion is 

likely to be largest, highlighting the differences between the three scenarios even 

more. 

The specific diffraction image in which the pixel was to be found was chosen at 

random. However, a choice was made a priori for a peak in the e-series, since the 

illuminated volume during these measurements was three times as high as during the 

(i-series, and therefore larger spots are expected. I n this case, the image chosen was 

file number 4el711, corresponding to the settings stripe 0, layer 18, and w = - 2 7 ° . 

W i t h i n this image, a visual search for a suitable spot was conducted. Eventually, a 

spot around pixel (868,383) was chosen. This spot was located in the outer ring, and 

was one of the larger spots w i t h estimated H W H M values of 10 pixels in both 

detector dimensions. The spot was subsequently analyzed using the three scenarios as 

listed above. The results are listed in Table 4.1. 

The table shows that the differences between the results of the peak analysis 

following the three scenarios are only minor. A minute deviation in the horizontal 

location of the spot's center of gravity is recorded, as well as a small increase in total 

integrated spot intensity (about 3.5%). Since these results have been obtained for a 

large spot i n the outermost diffraction ring that is considered in this project, the 
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difference between tlie results of scenarios A and C can be regarded as a type of 

upper l imit . I t is not likely that the effect of postponing the spatial distortion 

correction w i l l be much larger for any of the other spots. Therefore, i t was deemed 

acceptable to apply the spatial distortion correction after computation of the spot's 

center of gravity coordinates. 

Table 4.1; Results of the analysis of the spot aromid pixel (868,383) of file 4el711 using the tliree 

different scenarios as listed on page 52. It can be seen that the influence of postponing the spatial 

distortion correction only has a minor effect on the spot's computed center of gravity coordinates on 

the detector, {mQ^airicoa)} and in w-space (Wcdg)) as well as on the spot's total integrated intensity. 

mcoG Total intensity counts) 

Scenario A -27,01 862.91 369.61 141x10' 

Scenario B -27.03 863.00 369.61 146x10' 

Scenario C -27.03 863.00 369.61 146 X10'' 

4.5. Spot grouping 

The result of the spot characterization procedure is a list of all spots found wi th in the 

diffraction images i n the dataset of interest. These spots have associated 

characteristics such as their center of gravity coordinates and their total intensity 

corrected for background contributions. However, these individual spots do not 

necessarily constitute complete reflections. After all, due to the overlap between 

subsequent slit positions a single reflecting grain is likely to produce intensity at 

multiple, neighboring slit settings. For an accurate determination of the scattering 

vector as well as of the total diffracted intensity of such a reflection, those spots have 

to be grouped together. 

Figure 4.10 presents a flow chart of the spot grouping process. The settings 

declared at the start of the routine are mainly related to defining the list of spots to 

be used in the rest of the analysis. When this list has been defined, the first spot is 

taken. A search is conduced for other spots i n the list that might belong to the same 

reflection as the spot under consideration. Those spots are subsequently grouped and 

numbered as individual reflections. For each reflection, the center of mass 
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Figure 4.10: Plow cliai't of the spot grouping process. The routine finds spots that ai-e likely to be pai-t 

of a single specific reflection, and groups and numbers these spots. Subsequently, the center of mass 

and total intensity profile of the resulting reflection are computed. 

coordinates' and the total integrated intensity are computed. Furthermore, the profile 

of reflected intensity versus illuminated volume can be reconstructed, providing a 

first indication of the grain's shape. When all spots i n the list have been analyzed, the 

process is finished and provides a list of complete, individual reflections as its output. 

4.5.1. Matching of spots 

Reconstructing the complete reflections f rom the individual spots starts by matching 

those spots that originate f rom one and the same reflection. Those-spot-s—thai are 

indeed fragments of one single reflection should be located £re the same d<>value and 

on approximately the same location on the detector. The^latt^r~Ts llïsted by 

^ Wlien referring to reflections, use is made of the term 'center of mass'. For spots, however, the term 

'center of gravity' is employed. Though the two are often used interchangeably, in this case they are 

used separately to avoid confusion between the variables they represent. 
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demanding that the center of gravity coordinates of the two spots are wi th in a 

certain distance f rom each other (typically around 5 pixels in the horizontal and 

vertical direction), h i case such a group of spots is found, however, they should also 

have been recorded under successive sht settings. After aU, when a grain fulfiUing the 

diffraction criterion is translated into and out of the beam, for each slit setting a 

different part of the grain wih be illuminated and produce a diffraction spot. Since 

subseciuent slit settings border on each other (and even overlap), spots f rom different 

parts of the same grain w i l l show up in succeeding diffraction images. The current 

subsection explains how this criterion is imposed. 

Figure 4.11 displays the use of the 'connectivity' properties of a group of spots 

in determining whether the spots originated f rom a single reflection or not. 

Connectivity refers to whether or not the spots form a connected group in 

{stripe,layer)-spa.ce. The values of stripe and layer refer to the slit settings used for 

recording the image containing the spots, and therefore to the illuminated sample 

volume. I n case multiple spots aU originated f rom one and the same reflection, then 

the illuminated volumes producing those diffraction spots must have formed a single 

connected volume: the reflecting grain. I t foUows that the spots must also form a 

single connected region - in (stripe,layer)-sp{ice. 

Figure 4.11 displays scenarios for various types of spot group composition. 

Black circles denote recorded spots, whereas white ones denote the absence of a spot. 

A | depicts the most straightforward case. As a grain is translated into the beam, 

subsequent subvolunies of the grain produce diffraction spots at subsequent slit 
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Pigm-e 4.11: Schematic illustration of the connectivity properties of a group of spots, showing the 

presence (black) or absence (wliite) of spots at a specific location on the detector for a specific w-value 

as a function of the illuminated part of the sample in terms of stripe and layer. Connected spots ai-e 

treated as belonging to the same reflection (A, C ) . Absent spots can result in the identification of two 

reflections (B) , However, spots in neighboring stripes can also provide connectivity (D). 
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settings. Wlien the grain has been translated out of the beam again, no more spots 

appear. The spots are recognized as belonging to a single reflection. C| shows a 

comparable scenario, however in this case the spots are located in more than one 

stripe. 

B | displays a scenario where one of the expected spots has not been detected. 

I n this case, the spots no longer form a connected group. Instead, they are divided 

into two groups, and f rom there on each group is treated as an individual reflection. 

For large grains in a randomly oriented microstructure, however, the probability of 

several spots being located at the same value of u) and on the same location on the 

detector but not coming f rom the same reflection is quite small. I n such cases, i t 

might be more likely that the spot is missing because of an unexpectedly high 

background intensity in that image, or because of some other anomaly. To allow for 

this possibility, the two individual reflections identified in scenario B | are flagged so 

that at a later stage the two can stil l be combined in case other indications are found 

that the two should in fact form a single group. 

Scenario D | , finally, depicts how when spots are found in multiple stripes 

connectivity can be obtained in different ways. The spots found in the upper stripe 

appear to come f rom two individual reflections. However, the spots in the lower stripe 

'bridge' the missing spot, and so the spots are st i l l treated as coming f rom one and 

the same reflection. A possible explanation for the missing spot, apai't f rom 

anomalous background perturbations, is that the reflecting grain had an irregular 

shape, implying that for the slit setting corresponding to the missing spot no part of 

the grain happened to be illuminated. 

By inspecting the connectivity properties of individual spots, the spots are 

grouped into reflections. The next step consists of taking such a reflection and 

reconstructing its profile of intensity versus illuminated volume. Furthermore, the 

reflection's center of mass coordinates are computed. 

4.5.2. Intensity profile and center of mass computation 

One of the main characteristics to be computed for each individual reflection is the 

reflection's total integrated intensity. Af ter all, a reflection's intensity scales directly 

wi th the volume of the grain producing the reflection; see equation (3.10). However, 

since considerable overlap exists between any two neighboring slit settings, the 

calculation of this total intensity is somewhat more complicated than a simple 

summing of the intensities of the individual spots. The experimentally recorded 

intensities should be corrected for the overlap in slit position to arrive at a reliable 

number for the reflection's to ta l integrated intensity. 
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The sht position overlap leads to an increase in the resolution w i t h which the 

profile of intensitj ' versus illuminated volume can be constructed, Withor i t slit 

overlap, the resolution would simply be the beam width: 15 [xm. Due to the overlap, 

however, this value drops to as low as 2,5 [rm. This concept is ihustrated in Figure 

4,12. I t depicts how the slit overlap results in an increased resolution and how the 

intensity profile can be deconvoluted using this overlap. The figure shows multiple 

layers (n through n+5). As highhghted in subsection 3.1.2.1, the shift between two 

successive layers is less than the layer wid th {h^,,„). So, the intensity recorded for 

layer n + 1 , for instance, wi l l contain a lot of intensity that was also recorded in layer 

n. To correct for this double counting of intensities, the volume from where the 

reflection originated is divided into smaher parts. This division is dictated by the 

layer overlap. Since the layer overlap is not constant but is either 10 or 7.5 pm (see 

subsection 3.1.2.1), the subvolumes are of differing length as weh. The figure 

indicates the typical periodicity of the sizes of the subvolumes (A-F); most of them 

are 2.5 (xm in width , but every f i f t h volume has a wid th of 5 |xm. The intensity 

originating f rom a specific subvolume can now be calculated as a weighted average of 

fractions of the spot intensities that originate (partly) f rom the subvolume in 

question. For instance, the intensity coming f rom volume A, I ^ , can be computed as 

an average of parts of the intensities /„, /„+i and /„^g^ 

scanning direction 

A B C D E P 

layer 

Pigure 4.12: Schematic iUustration of tlie reconstruction of an intensity proflle from its component 

intensities using the layer overlap. The image shows subsequent layers overlapping in tlie scanning 

direction; for reasons of clarity they have been sepai-ated fi-om each other verticaUy in the figure. The 

overlap creates an increased resolution in the scaiming direction, allowing the intensity coming from 

for instance subvolume A to be computed as a weighted average of fi-actions of I„, J„+i and /„^j . 
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^ 7 ^ ( 4 + 4 . 1 + 4 . 0 (4.8) 

Each intensity is weiglied using tlie fraction of the corresponding layer located wi th in 

A, after which the average is computed. Layers n, n + 1 and n+2 all cover volume A, 

so the averaging is carried out over the three corresponding intensities. Expressions 

similar to (4.8) can be constructed for the intensities of the other subvolunies. The 

result is a profile of intensity versus illuminated sample volume w i t h a resolution of 

2.5 (im (except for every f i f t h point, which has a resolution of only 5 |xin). 

When this intensity profile has been reconstructed, the reflection can be 

characterized in terms of total intensity as well as center of mass coordinates. 

Summing of all components of the intensity profile produces the reflection's to ta l 

inteiisitjf and therefore a measure of the reflecting grain's volume. Furthermore, the 

intensity profile can be used to compute wi th improved accuracy the center of mass 

coordinate of the reflecting grain wi th in the sample. From the coordinates of the 

individual spots making up the reflection, an average spot location on the detector 

can be determined. These coordinates describe the reflection's scattering vector, and 

hence eventually the grain's crystallographic orientation. The link between scattering 

vector and crystallographic orientation is established in the next part of the analysis. 

4,6. Reflection coupling 

Each illuminated grain w i l l produce reflections at multiple values of cv. The positions 

of these reflections in terms of location on the detector and a>value are determined 

by the crystallographic characteristics of the grain i n question. Therefore, by 

scanning for groups of reflections that match the crystallographic criteria imposed by 

the material, reflections originating f rom the same grain can be grouped together. 

Furthermore, f rom as l i t t le as two independent reflections the grain's crystallographic 

orientation can be derived (in case the lattice parameters are unknown: three 

reflections) [48]. The linking of individual reflections coming f rom the same grain, 

known as 'indexing', is therefore a crucial step in the microstructure reconstruction. 

Theoretical^, there are three different criteria based on which one could index 

the individual reflections: the calculated coordinates of the diffracting volume, the 

crystallographic characteristics of the material, and the total integrated intensities of 

the reflections [32]. Of these three, the latter is the least reliable. A n important 

reason for this is the complications that arise wi th grains lying near the boundaries of 

the illuminated volume. When the sample is rotated about UJ, such grains w i l l 

oscillate in and out of the illuminated area. This can lead to these grains being only 

part ly illuminated during diffraction, resulting in significantly lower intensities as 

compared to diffraction when these grains are fu l ly illuminated. Indexing based on 
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total intensity would not be able to deal w i t h such complications. The criterion based 

on the calculated coordinates of the diffraction origin, on the other hand, is only 

applicable when the uncertainty wi th which these coordinates are determined is much 

smaUer than the grain dimensions. The criterion most generally applicable is that of 

the crystallography of the material. This is the indexing criterion used in this project. 

Indexing is carried out by means of an alpha version of a program called 

GrainSpotter [49]. GrainSpotter, developed by dr. S0ren Schmidt of Ris0 National 

Laboratory in Denmark, is based on earlier software called G R A I N D E X [32 . 

G R A I N D E X is a program designed for the image processing and indexing of 3DXRD 

data; GrainSpotter is a stand-alone program performing only the latter of the two. I t 

indexes the reflections by a stepwise scanning of Euler space. GrainSpotter calculates 

expected diffraction vectors as a function of the simulated crystallographic 

orientation of a diffracting grain, and checks whether or not these vectors have been 

recorded. Grains are identified on the basis of two criteria: completeness and 

uniqueness. The completeness criterion states that the number of reflections found for 

a certain assumed crystallographic orientation, M^.^, should not be much smaller than 

the theoretically expected number of reflections for that orientation, Mg. This is 

quantified through the following expression: 

in which is a dimensionless parameter determining the stringency of the criterion. 

The uniqueness criterion dictates that the set of matching reflections is not allowed 

to be a subset of the set of matching reflections for another simulated orientation. 

When both criteria are met, the group of reflections is assigned to a grain 

w i t h a crystallographic orientation as simulated. I f no group of reflections can be 

constructed that fulf i l ls the completeness and uniqueness criteria, i t is inferred that 

no grain is present w i th the orientation under consideration. For a more detailed 

description of the indexing procedure, the reader is referred to [29, 32] or to the 

appendix to this report. 

4.7. Grain characterization 

The output f rom GrainSpotter is a list of groups of reflections which originate f rom 

the same grain. The final step in the microstructure reconstruction is to use these 

reflection groups to calculate the characteristics of interest of the corresponding 

grains. These characteristics include the crystallographic orientation of the grain and 

the location of its center of mass wi th in the sample. 

(4.9) 
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Although GrainSpotter is quite useful for the process of matching the 

individual reflections, the output i t provides is limited. For instance, although i t does 

compute the grains' orientation matrices, i t does not provide the possibility of 

determining the center of mass locations of the reflecting grains. The appendix to this 

report contains a routine which uses GrainSpotter's output file and relinks i t to the 

list of reflections already used as GrainSpotter's input. This allows for the retrieval of 

more of the grains' characteristics. The routines for the actual characterization itself 

have not yet been created. This is related to the fact that w i th the current datasets 

and alpha version of GrainSpotter, no accurate results could be obtained to 

implement this type of software. These issues are treated further in the next chapter. 
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The previous chapter has presented tlie software package created during this project. 

This package was subsequently tested on datasets d and e of the experiment 

described in subsection 3.1.2. The current chapter contains the results of these tests. 

5.1. General characteristics 

This section lists some of the general characteristics of datasets d and e. Apart f rom 

providing the reader wi th information on the accuracy w i t h which the experiment 

was performed, this also creates a picture of the size of the datasets and hence of the 

complexities associated wi th the computational analysis of the data. 

Figure 5.1 displays the location of the volume that was analyzed during this 

project in relation to the dimensions of the entire sample. The middle of the gauge 

volume is indicated by the black dot. In the setup's y-direction, the center of the 

gauge volume coincided w i t h the rotation axis; so, i n this direction the gauge volume 

was located in the exact middle of the sample. I n the z-direction, the gauge volume 

was displaced sliglitty w i th respect to the sample's middle. W i t h a total sample height 

of 4 mm., the middle of the gauge volume was located 1.5 mm. below the top surface 

of the sample. Given the gauge volume dimensions of 309x300 | i m ' and 300x309 |J,m' 

(widthXheight) for the d- and e-series, respectively, edge effects f rom the top or 

bottom surface are not expected to have had any significant influence on the results 

of the analysis. 

Table 5.1 contains various characteristics of the 4d and 4-^ datasets. The large 

difference in total recording time for the two sets of data has two main causes. First 

of all, the amount of files in the e-dataset is only a th i rd of that in the d-set. The 

reason for this is the difference in experimental setup: the fi-dataset was recorded 

using three horizontal stripes, whereas the e-measurement only required a single, 
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4.0 mm 

1.5 mm 

1.0 mm 

Figure 5.1: Location of the center of volume malyzed in this project, indicated by the black dot, in 

relation to tlie sample dimensions, I n the y-direction, the middle of the gauge volume coincided with 

the u) rotation axis. I n the z-direction, the volmne was translated slightly with respect to the middle 

of the sample, but given the gauge volume dimensions of about 300x300 /zm^ no edge effects from the 

top or bottom surface were expected. For definitions of directions, see Figme 3.1, 

vertical stripe. The second reason for the difference in recording time stems f rom the 

different exposure times used for the two datasets. Set d was recorded using an 

exposure time of 1 second, whereas e used an exposure time of only 0.5 second. 

The table also contains the values of the averages and standard deviations of 

the temperatures during the two experiments, fij, and a, respectively. As illustrated 

earlier (see Figure 3.4), the desired temperature during both experiments was 1000 

°C. This temperature was achieved in both cases, w i t h only minor deviations 

occurring over the course of the measurements. I n fact, the largest recorded 

temperature deviation f rom the ideal temperature during these experiments was only 

0.22 °C. 

Table 5.1: Some general chai'acteristics of datasets 4d and analyzed dm-ing this project. The lai-ge 

difference in total recording time is caused by the amount of tZ-files being tliree times as lai-ge as well 

as by the smaller exposure time of tiie-B=meastirement. The temperatures lay at the desired level of 

1000 °C for both datasets (/Xj,), wiWi very small s j^ldard deviations over the entire experiment (o-y). 

Recording time (hh:mm:ss) # files MT ( ° c ) a, CG) 

4d 10:27:55 13799 1000.00 0.07 

4e 02:14:01 4600 1000.00 0.08 
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5.2. Pre-analysis 

This section presents tlie reader wi th the results of the various calculations carried 

out before start of the actual analysis. This includes the reconstruction of the spatial 

distortion of the diffraction images, characterization of the dark current intensities, 

determination of the location of the beam center, determination of the amount and 

direction of the detector t i l t , and determination of the sample-detector distance. 

5.2.1. Spatial distortion reconstruction 

The first operation carried out during the pre-analysis phase was the characterization 

of the spatial distortion of the diffraction images introduced by the experimental 

setup. As set out in section 4.2.1, the routines based on the FIT2D algorithm describe 

the spatial distortion using two third-degree bivariate splines, one for the x- and one 

for the y-direction of the FIT2D coordinate sj'stem. The results of the distortion 

characterization are given in Figure 5.2. 

Images A | and B | depict the uncorrected and corrected distortion 

characterization images, respectively. I n image A | , the spatial distortion manifests 

itself through the deviation f rom the horizontal (vertical) of the rows (columns) of 

images of the holes in the mask. After application of the correction using the spline 

functions, the holes lie in (near-)perfect rows and columns again, indicating that the 

distortion has been neutralized. Images C| and D | depict contour plots of the required 

corrections of the pixel locations in the vertical and horizontal direction, respectively. 

The required vertical corrections vary f rom about +6 pixels (in the center of the 

lower left quadrant) to -34 pixels (in the bottom right corner). The plot providing the 

horizontal corrections displays values ranging f rom +2 pixels (upper right quadrant) 

to -34 pixels (bottom right corner). The dashed lines i n C| and D | indicate the middle 

of the detector i n both dimensions. Furthermore, the black dots indicate the location 

of the beam center. This location was determined by means of the procedure outlined 

in subsection 4.2.3; for the results of this determination, see later on in this chapter 

(subsection 5.2.3). I t can be seen that the corrected beam center location varied 

about 0.5 pixels in either dimension wi th respect to the distorted coordinates. To be 

precise, where the coordinates representing the distorted beam center were 

(1038,981), the corrected values were (1038.52,981.37). 

5.2.2. Dark current characterization 

After the spatial distortion reconstruction, the characterization of the dark current 

intensities was performed. Insight into these intensities was required so as to be able 
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Figure 5.2: Visualization of the spatial distortion introduced by the experimental setup. A | shows the 

characterization image as described in subsection 4.2.1; B | displays the corrected version of this image 

using the two bivariate spUnes. C | and D| show contour plots of the required corrections in the 

vertical and horizontal direction, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the middle of the detector; 

the dot represents the beam center location (see subsection 5.2.3). 
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to carry out an accurate beam center determination procedure (see subsequent 

subsection). Figure 5.3 presents thie results hereof. 

The figure shows the average dark current intensities <Ioo> of a pixel in a 

specific row or column, both for the dark current images used for set d (part A | ) and 

for set e (part B | ) . The values are nearly constant at a level of 1000 counts. Small 

discontinuities can be witnessed at the horizontal and vertical middles of the 

detector; this effect was already observed visually in the LaB^ diffraction pattern (see 

Figure 4.3). However, the vertical scale clearly shows that these discontinuities are 

onl)' in the order of a few counts, and therefore play a minor role. The plots of 
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Figure 5.3: Average dai-lc current intensity per pixel <IDC> as a function of its row and colrunn 

coordinate for sets d (A) and e (B) . Tlie values are an average of all 2048 pixels in each row/column 

and of all 22 diffraction patterns with the appropriate exposui-e time. Note the changes in average 

intensity on crossing the middle of the detector. The kregulai-ities in the intensities of the outer 

columns on either side ai-e edge effects that are of no importance to the analysis in tliis project. 
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average intensity versus column coordinate display more sizeable discontinuities near 

the edges of the detector. Though these fluctuations are more significant than the 

small discontimdty in the detector middle, in this project they can be neglected since 

these columns do not lie wi th in the area of interest of the detector. 

5.2.3. Beam center determination 

The procedure used for locating the beam center on the detector was described in 

subsection 4.2.3. Using the direct beam maid<: found in the LaBg diffraction image as a 

first indication, the exact coordinates are determined using a weighing of the pixel 

coordinates in and around the beam mark w i t h the corresponding intensities as 

weights. Figure 5.4 shows plots of the average intensity per pixel around the direct 

beam mark as a function of row and column coordinate. The graphs show a clear 

increase in intensity in the vicinity of the direct beam mark. The direct beam mark 

appeared to be no larger than about 8 by 8 pixels, agreeing wi th the visual 

indications f rom Figure 4.3. The errors in the values are indicated using error bars. 

Note that the errors in the average intensity per row are smaller than those in the 

intensity per column. This is caused by the fact that the latter was averaged over a 

smaller number of pixels (this is directly related to the dimensions of the peak box; 

for detailed treatments hereof, the reader is referred to the corresponding section in 

100 
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961 981 1001 

column 
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Figm-e 5.4: Plots of tlie average intensities <I> per pixel, corrected for dark current intensity, as a 

function of row coordinate (A) and column coordinate (B) in and around the direct beam mark 

located at pixel (1038,981), Both show cleai- increases in intensity in the dkect vicinity of the beam 

mark. 
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the appendix to this report). 

Figure 5.4 indicates that tlie mark detected on visual inspection did indeed 

correspond to a significant increase in intensity. This first indication of the beam 

center was refined using the afore-mentioned routine. The results are listed in Table 

5.2. 

As mentioned in section 4.2.3, the coordinates of the pixel w i t h the highest 

intensity wi th in the direct beam mark were used as the first estimate of the beam 

center location. This pixel was located at (981,1011), expressed in FIT2D-coordinates. 

This corresponds to entry (1038,981) when the diffraction image is read in as a 

matrix. Table 5.2 shows that refining the beam center coordinates using the weighing 

procedure did not change location of the beam center significantly; the center of the 

beam mark sti l l coincided wi th the pixel w i t h the highest intensity. Therefore, f rom 

here on this pixel was used as the location of the beam center. 

Table 5.2; Results of the refinement of tlie first estimate of the beam center location. The weighted 

average location of the beam center is shown to lie on the pixel in the dhect beam mark with the 

liighest intensity, (1038,981). 

coordinate 

pixel number 1038.1 981.0 

5.2.4. Detector tilt determination 

When the surface of the detector is not placed perpendicularly to the incoming beam, 

the expected locations of the diffraction spots on the detector form ellipses instead of 

circles. Since the masking operation discards any pixels that do not lie wi th in the 

area in which the spots are expected to be located, i t was imperative that the shape 

of these ellipses was known. Therefore, the detector misalignment needed to be 

characterized. 

Subsection 4.2.4 has presented the way in which the detector t i l t can be 

described. Two angles are required: one for defining the direction of the t i l t (rj,), and 

one representing the amount of t i l t ((p). The ESRF software FIT2D computed the 

detector misalignment using the diffraction image of lanthanum hexaboride, LaBg; its 

diffraction pattern was presented in Figure 4.3. The beam center computed as 

described in the previous section was used for the F IT2D t i l t characterization 

routine. The results of the routine are presented in Table 5.3. 

The T I L T routine wi th in FIT2D produced the angles (p and rjpirsD^ which 

together define the exact detector niisahgnment. Using equation (4.1), Vwrso could be 
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transformed into 1],. Tliis angle is also listed in Table 5.3. To obtain an idea of the 

amomit of distortion of the circular diffraction rings into ellipses, the value of the 

long axis of one of the ellipses can be compared to the radius of the corresponding 

undistorted ring. Take for instance the outer perimeter of the {220} diffraction ring. 

The value for 26 associated wi th the undistorted ring is 7.3°. Using this value as the 

input parameter to the routine creating the masks, the length of the long axis of the 

{220} diffraction 'ring', i?,„,^^, can be expressed in terms of its length in the 

undistorted case, i?o „,„̂ . The value obtained in this case is = 1.010 . So, the 

detector misalignment increased the radius of the diffraction ring w i t h about 1% in 

the dhection perpendicular to the rotation axis. Note that the ellipse's short axis did 

not differ significantly f rom the original radius, = 1.000i?^,,,,^ . 

Table 5.3: Results of the detector misaUgmnent characterization using the F I T 2 D T I L T function. For 

definitions of angles, see subsection 4.2.4. 

parameter 
VFITBD ( ) 

angle 8.1 -11.9 11.9 

5.2.5. Sample-detector distance determination 

As outhned in subsection 4.2.5, no measurement of the distance between the sample 

and the detector was conducted during the experiments under consideration in this 

project. The sample-detector distance had to be derived on the basis of visual 

inspection of the LaBg diffraction pattern. 

Using the value of ?/=11.9° for the direction of the rotation axis, the intercept 

of the rotation axis w i t h the {i^ö}-r ing of the LaBg pattern could be determined. 

This, in turn, yielded a value of i 2 , j , = 268 pixels for the distance between the 

intercept and the beam center. Since the points on the rotation axis are unaffected by 

the detector misalignment, this value represented the radius of the undistorted {110}-

ring. W i t h 2(9,^5=3.0°, this resulted in a sample-detector distance of just over 5000 

pixels. 

For the conversion f rom units of pixels to millimeters, the pixel sizes contained 

in the F IT2D splinefile were used. This file provided values of 46.8 and 48.1 [ini for 

the wid th and height of the Frelon2K: pixels; averaging these, an effective pixel size of 

47.4 [xm was obtained. Note that this is over three times as large as the pixels' 

physical dimension of 14 |J,m. Taking this value to transform the sample-detector 

distance f rom units of pixels to milhmeters resulted in a value of 241 millimeter. 
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5.3. Peak detection 

After obtaining the results from the pre-analysis operations, the peak scanning 

process was carried out. This section contains the results of this part of the analysis. 

Firstly, i t discusses some of the general characteristics of the peak list generated as 

output. This is followed by more detailed discussions on some of the results of the 

peak detection process. 

5.3.1. Output characteristics 

The final output of the peak detection procedure was a list of pixels wi th in the 

diffraction images wi th intensities higher than a certain threshold value and also 

higher than the intensities of their 26 neighbors in (a;,?/,di;)-space. Figure 5.5 displays 

part of this output list for dataset ^d-

I n the list, each row corresponds to a single peak. For some peaks, the entries 

are shifted slightly as a result of the tab-delimitation. First of all, the details of the 

image in which the peak was found are recorded. Each image is defined by its values 

for stripe, layer and u). The part depicted in Figure 5.5 is taken f rom near the top of 

the list; this follows f rom the fact that all peaks listed here have the smallest possible 

values for stripe and layer. The fourth column contains an integer representing the 

diffraction ring in wluch-il5,e^peak was located; 1 for {200}, 2 for {220}. V and V I 

contain the pixel'sr coordinates. ,The subsequent columns contain more of the peak 

characteristics: the distance'to the beam center R ( in units of pixels), the angle 20 

between the incoming beam and the diffraction vector, and the azimuthal angle r/. 

Column X contains the pixel's intensity (in number of corints). Note that this 
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Figure 5.5: Part of tire output file of the d-series peak detection procedure. Each row in this list 

corresponds to a single peak. Colunms I - I I I describe the image in wliich the peak was located 

(stripe, layer, tu). I V contains an integer representing the pealc's diffi-action ring: 1 for {200}, 2 for 

{220}. Columns V and V I contain the pixel's detector coordinates. The rest of the columns contain 

R, 29, 77, I, and H W H M details for all three dimensions. 
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intensitj ' does not have to be an mteger, since the darlc current value that is 

subtracted from each pixel is an average over 22 images and therefore in general wi l l 

also not be an integer. The last nine columns, finally, give the corresponding spot's 

H W H M details in all three dimensions. 

The output hsts contain the information of ah the peaks detected in the 

diffraction images of the corresponding datasets. Table 5.4 displays some of the 

characteristics of these sets of peaks. The first three entries (iVg, and #2) represent 

the number of peaks found in the first, second and th i rd stripe, respectively. For 

dataset clearly iVj and have no significance since these data were recorded 

using only a single stripe. 

Table 5.4; Some important characteristics of tlie lists of pealis found in the diffi-action images 

belonging to the 4d and datasets. Listed are the nmnbers of peaks fomid in each stripe (A'O, A/j, 

Afj) and in each ring (A/̂ oo, iVjjo). Fm-thermore, the average diffi-action angles 20 ai-e Usted, as well as 

the average azimuthal angle 77. 

N^ ^2 <2022O> <r/> 

4d 32702 17236 11523 28444 33017 4.95° 7.03° 176.3° 

4e 60899 27921 32978 4.95° 6.99° 177.5° 

5.3.2. Background intensity 

A detailed characterization of the amount of background intensity in either dataset 

was of prime importance for determination of the correct value for the intensity 

threshold described in subsection 4.3.3. Table 5.5 presents the results of this 

background characterization. 

As mentioned in subsection 4.3.3, the background consisted of two 

components. The first is the electronic background intensity, which was characterized 

as being nearly constant at a value of 1000 counts (see subsection 5.2.2). The second 

component is the non-electronic background, which w i l l generally vary wi th position 

f rom the beam center. Both contributions can be identified f rom Table 5.5. For the d-

series, the average intensity per pixel in both background rings can be seen to be 

approximately equal to the average dark current intensity of the corresponding 

images. This imphes that the non-electronic contribution to the total average 

background intensity was negligible, and the threshold criterion as derived f rom 

equation (4.4) could^j3e-'b:ased'^ÖMy~"oii~the-^dark current intensities. The ini t ia l 

assumption of n = 2 proved to be adequate for data:^et d, and therefore the intensity 

threshold for this^ataset became 
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Min,<i 
(5.1) 

For dataset e, however, the difference between the darlc current intensity and the 

total average background intensity is substantial. A n equation similar to equation 

(5.1) would therefore not suffice in describing an appropriate criterion for dataset e. 

Instead of just 7^ ,̂ the criterion for the e dataset also needed to take into account the 

non-electronic background. This manifested itself not only in the square root term, 

but also as an additional offset term. Since the average intensities i n the two 

background rings of the e-series varied by only about a single count, averaging of the 

two so as to arrive at a single average background intensity for both diffraction rings 

seemed acceptable. This averaging produced an average total background intensity of 

1020 counts. The difference between this value of 1020 and the average dark current 

intensity then needed to be j^c ludedi r i j ihe threshold criterion as the offset term. 

Furthermore, on(jvisual inspectipu' of the results of the first run of the peak 

detection wi th in dataséte ,~Ehcnis t appeared to contain an unusually large amount of 

incorrectly identifieds^ peaks. These were mainly pixels near the outer perimeters of 

difffaction- spots. Due to statistical variations in the background intensities of such 

pixels, they often formed a local maximum and were therefore included in the peak 

list. This was undesirable since these spots were already represented in the peak list 

by the pixel wi th in the spot wi th the absolute highest intensity. The effect was 

witnessed to a much lesser extent in dataset d. To reduce the amount of pixels 

incorrectly identified in this manner, the value of n was increased f rom 2 to 3. A l l in 

all, the intensity threshold criterion for dataset e became 

=3VÏÖ20 + ( 1 0 2 0 - ( J ^ , ) ) (5.2) 

Table 5.5: Average intensities for the background rings in the two datasets, <IBGI> and <IBGÏ>I 

compared to the average intensity of the Aai\i current images used for correction of the respective 

dataset, KIDC>- Whereas these values are nearly equal for the d-series, the e-series appears to 

contain a significant contribution firom the non-electronic backgromid. 

I 3 

<IBGI> ( # counts) 
< 4 g 2 > ( # counts) <Iuc> ii^ counts) 

4d 1001.0 1001.1 1000.3 

4e 1019.3 1020.7 1000.4 
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5.3.3. Pealc count dependence on stripe 

Table 5 4 shows a decease in the number of peaks recoried w.th .nceasmg stripe 

l i e . in the *set. Since the Uluminated volunre was located relatively « away 

71 the sample, top and botton. s „ * e e s . and since no -'^^-^2Zl:Z 
shape distribution are expected, this decease does not appear to be attnbutable to 

iTdependence of the average grain si.e on location. However, snrce the peaks were 

ecorded stripe by stripe, the decrease in peak connt with stripe nnnrber .s «.rnval 

to a decrease in the nrurrber of d.ffraction peaks with ti..e. It rs " ' - ' ^ ^ " ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 

ar.ten.tic rrrrcrostructnre had .rot yet reached its e,nil,br,n>. g.an. - d - ^ * ^ ^ -

when the — m e n t s were started. This would in.ply that the pc.od of 1 1. u 

d„. ing wh,ch the sample was held at 1000 "C to allow for s abrh.at,on of the 

n. ic .o:t .„ctn.e (part c of the overaU experiment; see Figure 3.4 d.d not suffic. Gram 

growth would then cct inue during the data recording, whrch would lead to a ,, 

deceasing . .mubc of grairrs during the experi,rre.rt and therefore to a decreas.ng .„ 

number of reflections, 4- r -

If the micostructure had not yet reached its e,urlibr.um state at the o..set of 

the e x p c h n c t , then the total nu.uber of .eflectics per layer as a trn.ct.on of l a y c 

.1 " 
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number of 
peaks 

500 
average 

stripe 0 stripe 1 stripe 2 

layer 

1600 

1000 

layer 

« , „ e 5.e, Plot, cf the , . ™ b . r of peal.. de..e..d p.r lay.. a faction of ..npe a„ layer „ „ . b 

,o d.t..et. . a„a e (A and B, re.pect.ve,,,. T,.e hori .o». . . a . . . de«„e. _ .t.-p. •« l ^ » 

» .d therefore corre.pond. to >„erea.,„. t i™. The . ^ . b . r of p=aU. per . , er m .he *.e 

. . „ e r . < . e e . « tread with t i„e , the .re„d e le.. e l e „ , hut .,.o appear. he 

decrea..„ . The da.h.d line, depict the a.era.e , . v „ . of 410 . , d ,.18 peak. pe. layer, r.speet.vely. 
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number should also show a general trend of decrease wi th increasing layer number. 

Figure 5.6 presents the corresponding graphs. Indeed, the numbers of peaks found per 

layer decrease wi th increasing stripe and layer number, or in other words wi th time. 

For the 4d series, the numbers decrease f rom a maximum of about 900 at the start of 

the experiment to about 165 for the last few layers. The number of peaks per layer i n 

the 4^ dataset varies between almost 1500 and just under 1000 peaks; a general trend 

is more diff icult to distinguish in this case. The horizontal dashed lines in the two 

plots indicate the averages for the two datasets: 410 peak per layer for 4d, and 1218 

peaks per layer for ^e. 

Figure 5.6 suggests that the austenitic microstructure had not yet stabilized at 

the time the experiment was started. I f this was the case, then this should be visible 

in the dataset corresponding to part c of the entire experiment. During part c, the 

sample was held at a temperature of 1000 °C for a period of 1 hour to allow the 

microstructure to stabilize (see Figure 3.4). Diff ract ion patterns were collected during 

this period to obtain an idea of the progress of the stabilization process. 

Unfortunately, however, these data were lost at a later stage. Therefore, no direct 

information is available on the evolution of the sample's microstructure during the 

hour before start of the 4d measurement. However, before the experiment at the 

ESRF, a l imited number of measurements of grain size development during 

austenitizing in the material under investigation in this project had already been 

120 

<D^ {\im) 

80 

40 

0 200 400 600 

t (min) 

Figure 5.7: Average austenite gi-ain diameter <I3.^> in the material under consideration in this project 

as a function of austenitizing time t for two different austenitizing temperatm-es. The uncertainties are 

of the sizes of the symbols used. One of the temperatures equaled the one used during the experiment 

conducted at the E S R F ; the other was 100 K lower. 
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performed. The results of these measuremeuts are shown in Pigure 5.7. 

Although the data presented ,n Figure 5.7 are limrted, some cautrous remarks 

oan be made nr relatron to the decrease in the number of peaks per layer as w.nessed 

m Figure 5.6. Orre of the temperatures at which the austenrtr.mg treatru nts 

r e p r e l t e d by the data of Figure 5.7 were ca^-ried out equaled the ter.peratnre 

employed durmg the austenitizing treatmerrt (part c) of the overall expermr n 

considered in thrs proiect; tire other wa. 100 K iower. For both temperatures th 

data do .rot show any clea.- indication that the ...icrostructure was already ful 

stabilized after an hour of austemtizing. For tire highest temperature, stabrhzat. . . 

might just have been reached afte. an hour, but it could also be that granr g wth 

was StiU occmrhrg (this is difficult to deterrrhne since either the data pomt at 1 hou ^ . 

or at 5 hours is probably an outlier). For tbe data corresponding to a ' - .Perature o 

1173 K .t ïs not possible to define a poi..t at which mic.ost.uctural stab.hzat.on 

appeared to be attan.ed. AU in aU, the figu.e does not provide a,,y clea. i..d,caUo„ 

tl'at the austenite microstructure at the start of ...easu.e.r.ent H was already fuUy 

stabilized. So, the decease in the . .umbc of peaks fou,.d p c a y e couM be 

.epresentative ot g.ain g.owth stiU occ„. . ,ng while exper,me..ts H and J,c had 

already been started. 

It .should be ..oted, though, that the.e are othc possible explanat.ons for th s 

decease in . .umbc ot peaks. F o . insta..ee, the a.uount of background pixels 

hrcorreetly identified as peaks in the uppe. st.ipe could for some reason be larger 

than in the o thc st.ipes. This effect is exa..ined furthc in seet.on 5.4, nr wlucb the 

sizes of the spots ccesponding to the detected peaks a.e taken into acco....t. 

6.3.4. Peak count dependence on diffraction rmg 

Retu.ning to Table 5.4, two othe. eharaotcistics of the lists ot peaks a.e the nmubc 

of lis found in ei;he. .ing. ^ „ and A-„ (fo. the im}- a,.d { « } - . . . ^ . 

respectrvely). The real values of mterest hce are not tbe numbers of peaks 

themselves, but more their relative sizes. D.ffra.t.on theory p.ed.cts that, o. a 

powde. sample, the . .umbc of peaks found in a specific diffract.on - " S ; - " " 

proportional to the muUiplicity of the corresponding grorrp of .efleet.ons 37). 

Although fo. a single diffraction patten the assumption of a powdc sample . 

violated due to the smaU dimensies of the beam size, on summing the peaks f.om al 

brdividual diff.action i,r.ages the reasoning should be valid again. The mult.phct.es of 

the [ m y and {220}-.ing a.e 6 and 12, .espectively, leading to an expected value fo. 

JV„ of two times N„. However, Table 5.4 sirows that the observed relatron between 

the two is more in the order of iVjjo - X Â joo • 
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This discrepancy could be explained by realizing that not all of the pixels 

listed in the two peak lists will represent real peaks. Each pixel that is evaluated 

using the peak detection criteria has a certain probability of incorrectly being 

identified as a peak due to an unexpected fluctuation in that pixel's background 

intensity. Clearly, this probability is (nearly) independent of the ring in which the 

pixel is located. In this manner, a 'background' of incorrectly identified pixels is 

added to the groups of peaks in each ring. Since this background is expected to 

consist of an approximately equal amount of pixels for both rings (correcting for the 

difference in size of the rings), the 2:1 relation between N^zo and N^oo will tend to be 

diluted towards unity. ^ i , ^^ ., k)„ ) i , i ('' -,̂ „ • *~* 

5.3.5. Peak count dependence on azimuthal angle ' ̂  ^ 

The last few entries in Table 5.4 relate to the average diffraction angles <20.2oo> and 

<2022o> and the average azimuthal angle <?]> (though these are only a first estimate, 

since for a real determination of 2i9 and 77 the center of mass of the reflection should 

be used). It can be seen that the average diffraction angles as listed in the table are 

nicely located near the center of the angular ranges of the diffraction rings as 

prescribed by the masks ([4.75;5.2] and [6.8;7.3] for the {200}- and {220}-Ymg, 

respectively), and are close to the theoretical diffraction values as computed in 

subsection 4.3.1 (4.9° and 6.9°). The average azimuthal angle is also close to the 

Figure 5.8: Histograms ofthe number of peaks as a function ofthe scattering vector's azimuthal angle 

rj for datasets d (A) and e (B). A general trend of a decreasing number of peaks with rj moving 

towards the poles is clear ly visible in both figures. This effect is a direct consequence of the fact that a 

rotation of Au) about the rotation axis produces a change of only |sin(r;)|Aa; in scattering vector. 
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expected value of 180°. It should be uoted that „ does uot follow a uuifovm 

probability distributiou over the interval [0.3601. Thrs is evidenced by Figure 5.8. 

This figure displays histograrrrs of tbe nunrber of peaks ru each of the two datasets ^ 

a function of the adrrruthal arrgle of the scatterhrg vector .associated w.tlr that peak. 

Both datasets show/maxima in the nurrrber of peais aromrd values of 90 arrd 270 . 

This phenomerron can be understood by understandmg tire hrterplay between rota ton 

about the . .axis and trarrslat.on along the ,,dhection. As explained m subsecfon 

3 1 3 a rotation about the a>ax,s of results in a change in scattermg vector of 

only lsm(„)|Aa.. This imphes that the absolute charrge in scattering vector away from 

the oles is significantly larger th.a„ for vectors nee.- the 0°- and 1 8 » . Thrs 

results iu ,rew grains eoruing irrto reflect.on jiuicker-and therefore in rrSBrhKin tire 

pealt counts aromrd angles of 90° and 270°. (• I ' , - • 0 '" ^ 

In conclusion, the characteristics of V d a t a l n the pealUists are'wrthm the 

expected ranges, or can well be explahred by takhrg some specific factors rnto 

account. The rrunrber of peaks found is relatively high, but this should be seen m the 

light of the presence of a 'backgrourrd' of incorrectly identified pixels, as well as he 

fa.t that a single reflection can easily show up in multiple diffraction images as the 

correspondmg grain is trarrslated into arrd ont of the Hne beam. The data do suggest 

that the mrcrostructure had not yet stabilized when tire measurernerrts were 

conducted, a featme detriruental to the accuracy of the analysis. 

5,4, Spot characterization 

When peak detection has finished, the analysis moves on to the characterization of 

the spots associated with the individual peaks. The output from this part of the 

reconstruction consists again of a large list, tlris time corrtaining the indrv.dual spots 

and their associated characteristics, 

5.4.1. Output characteristics 

Fignre 5,9 displays part of the output of the spot characterization process for dataset 

d Each row corresponds to a single spot. The first three entries in each row describe 

the diffraction image in which the original peak associated wi th the spot in question 

was detected. The four th column again contains the value of for the spot m 

question, only this time the spot's weighted average has been computed. Only a small 

fraction of ah spots in either set extended into more than one diffraction image, 

meaning that for most of the spots the value of co as taken f rom the original peaks 

diffraction image equaled the value computed using a weighted average. I n fact, the 

average absolute difference between c (the amount of rotation of the original image, 
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Pigui-e 5.9; Part of the output file of the d-series spot chax-acterization procedui-e. Each row in tliis 

fist corresponds to a single spot. Columns I - I I I describe the image in which the original pealc was 

located {stripe, layer, c ) . I V contains the weighted average value for c ; V describes the difli-action 

ring. Colmnns V I - X describe the spot's weighted average location on the detector. X I contains the 

total intensity, and X I I through X V describe the size of the spot (in amounts of pixels). 

contained in tire th i rd column) and co.^a (the weighted average amount of rotation, 

contained in the f o m t h column) was only about 0.011° for the t^series and 0.037° 

degrees for the e-series. The difference between these two average values arises f rom 

the difference in beam dimensions between the two sets. Since set e was recorded 

using larger beam sizes, diffracting volumes w i l l on average have been larger, 

increasing the effects of for instance mosaicity or local variations in lattice 

parameters. This manifested itself as a larger spread in a; wi th in a single diffraction 

spot. StiU, for both sets the average absolute differences are quite smaU, indicating 

that the likelihood of a single diffraction spot extending into two images is smaU, let 

alone the likelihood of i t extending into more than two images. 

Returning to Figure 5.9, column V indicates in which ring the spot is located, 

in the same manner as the four th column of Figme 5.5. V I through X I contain the 

spot's weighted average location on the detector and values of R, 20, rj and total 

intensity I. The coordinates have been corrected for spatial distortions, and the total 

intensity has been corrected for background contributions. The last f o m columns of 

the file denote the amount of pixels attributed to the peak in question. Columns X I I 

through X I V hst the spot's fu l l wid th in each of the three dimensions (row 

coordinate, column coordinate and ^ l ^ ^ i S ^ e l y ) , and the last column contaiirs the 

to ta l amount of attributed pixels. V^̂ ^ i ^ y 

The hst contains aU necessaiy it tfomigtion on the spots located in the images 

of the dataset in question. As mentioned, the spot characterization is performed 

based on the hst of peaks produced by the peak detection process. However, not 

every peak w i l l produce an entry in the spot list. As mentioned in section 4.4, spots 

can be rejected as a consequence of overlap wi th other spots. Furthermore, spots are 

deemed unfi t for analysis i n case they are located too near to the limits of the co 
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regime or in case the routine is unable to define adequate peak box dimensions. The 

number of entries in the spot list is therefore expected to be lower than the number 

of peaks registered dming the detection process and wri t ten to the peak hst. Table 

5 6 lists some general characteristics of the spots detected and characterized m both 

sets These characteristics can be compared to those of the list of peaks as 

summarized in Table 5.4. I n this way, a possible bias in the translation f rom peaks to 

spots can be traced. 

Table 5.6: Some important characteristics of the lists of spots in the diffi-action images belonging to 

the 4d and 4e datasets. Listed ai-e the nmnbers of spots located in each stripe (iV„, JV, N,) and in 

each ring ( i V „ , iV,,„). Fmthermore, the average diSi-action arrgles 29 are listed, as well as the 

average azimuthal angle 77. 

No N, N220 < 2 6*200 > < 2 6*220 > <?/> 

4d 29431 15274 10514 25200 30019 4.86° 6.88° 175.4° 

4e 38693 - - 17526 21167 4.86° 6.89° 176.2° 

The characteristic to be analyzed is the tota l number of spots i n relation to the 

number of peaks in the input peak list. For set d, the total number of spots equals 

55219 against an original 61461 peaks, giving a reduction of about 10.2%. Set e 

contained 60899 peaks, but only 38693 spots, giving a reduction of 36.5%. The 

difference between these two percentages is quite significant. I n dataset e, much more 

peaks were rejected. This can partly be explained in light of the larger beam 

dimensions of dataset e. As a result, the chance of spot overlap was also higher, 

resulting in more spots having been rejected. Fmthermore, most of dataset és 

additional background pixels as mentioned in subsection 5.3.2 wiU also have been 

discarded at this point, resulting in a higher reduction percentage for this dataset. 

Note that dataset d stiU shows the difference in number of spots per stripe 

aheady seen in the peak list (see subsection 5.3.3). However, now that the dimensions 

of the spots corresponding to the individual peaks are known, another possible 

explanation for the decrease in peak count can be examined. The difference m 

number of peaks could be explained by an unusually high number of incorrectly 

identified peaks in the upper stripe. These incorrectly identified peaks are simply 

background pixels, and therefore the 'spots' they represent wih generally be quite 

smaU (most likely only one or a few pixels). So, plott ing the number of spots as a 

function of time, but excluding all spots smaher than a certain size would give au 

indication of the amount of these smaller spots in each dataset. Figme 5.10 depicts 

this plot I t shows the number of spots as a function of layer number for both 

datasets; however, spots smaller than or equal to 5 pixels in any of the two detector 
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r.,„. 5,10. P l C . ot t h , „ o » b . , . o, , „ . e spot. p . . layer a tarction of stripe a-d layer number for 

dataset, é . „ d e (A . „ d B . respectively). Spot, s . ^ l e r t h ™ or e ,ual to 5 pixels in either o h , U.o 

detector d , „ , . , . i o n . hav , beeu oudtted , . o „ the.e fl.ures. The „ „ „ b e r ot spots per layer . „ the * . e . 

stm show, a decrease with time a. . „ 5.0; however, the decrease is l , s . drastic. The trend , „ e 

appears unaltered. The d . . l , . d line, depict the . v e r a , , level, ot 130 and 488 spot, per layer. 

dimensions have been omrtted from the figures. The plots eau be compared to those 

of Figure 5.6. It can be seeu that the gerreral trends of the two correspond qurte well. 

However, the decrease in number of spots of the d-senes with time is smaller han the 

decrease in peaks ot Figure 5.6. So, it appes.. that a significarrt anrount of he extra 

pealcs registered in the earlier parts of the scan correspond to very srnall spots - mos 

likely simply background perturbatiorrs. This effect explains, at lea^t partly, the 

shape of the plot in part A of Figure 5.6. 

The ratio between the number of peaks tourrd in each diffraction ring is 

slightly higher than the ratios found for the peaks: N„ = 1.20 X N„ , whereas for the 

peak list the ratio w,as about 1.17. This agrees with the explanation for this ratio 

provided in subsection 5.3.4; the spot charaoterization process filters out some of 

tlrese background pixels, bringing the ratio between the two back up closer towards 

the theoretical value. 

The average diffraction angles of the spots in the two datasets are somewlra 

lower than the average angles of the locations of tire peaks. This could imply sevei^ 

tilings It could be that the diffraction spots are not Lorentzran-shaped, bu instead 

have their maximums located more towards the higher angles with bnger tails near-er 

to the beam center. In that case, a spot's center of gravity would be located 

cyJ»" 
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smaller diffraction angle than the spot's maximum. However, the author cannot 

conceive any reason for this significant deviation f rom Lorentzian shape. The effect; 

could also simply be a result of the application of the spatial distortion correction to-

the spots' center of gravity coordinates. 

The average azimuthal angle of the spots in the two sets is approximately 

equal to the value obtained in the hsts of peaks. The smaU decrease of about a single 

degree for either set could also be the result of the application of the spatial 

distortion correction. 

5.5. Spot grouping 

The th i rd main part of the actual dataset analysis was the grouping of spots 

belonging to the same reflection. The spot list of which Figure 5.9 shows an excerpt 

was used as input for this process. The results consisted of two hsts: one w i t h all the 

individual spots grouped together into complete reflections, and one w i t h every 

reflection's total intensity, center of mass coordinates etc. Furthermore, the profile of 

intensity versus illuminated volume of each reflection was also reconstructed and 

saved. 

5.5.1. Output characteristics 

Figure 5.11 contains parts of the lists produced as output during the spot grouping 

process of dataset 4^. A | displays part of the hst in which the individual spots have 

been grouped together into separate reflections, whereas B | contains the 

characteristics of those reflections. 

Each row wi th in the first list corresponds to a single spot. The various 

columns in A | contain exactly the same values as the spot Ust shown in Figure 5.9; 

however, an extra column has been added to the left side of the list. This column 

contains the number of the reflection to which the spot has been assigned. Note the 

use of both integer and non-integer numberingl This feature was aheady touched 

upon in subsection 4.5.1 (regarding the numbering of the spots in scenario B | of 

Figure 4.11). Integer numbering indicates that the spots found at the same value of uJ 

and on the same location on the detector formed an incrementing sequence. For 

instance, examine the spots assigned to reflection 5. This reflection consists of five 

spots, the layer numbers of which (included in column IE) form an incrementing 

sequence without missing entries: 39 through 43. Now examine spot groups 6.01 and 

» As a result of the way in which tlie list was saved, the integer reflection numbers have also been 

given two decimal zeros. The distinction between the two types of numbers can still be made, though. 
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B 

Figure 5.11: Fart of tiie output files of the e-series spot grouping procedure. List A | displays the 

individual spots grouped as reflections; B | contains the specifics of those reflections. The first column 

in either Ust contains the reflection numbers. The use of decimal numbering indicates the 

identification of multiple reflections wliich might in reality all belong to one single reflection. Other 

characteristics include the reflections' center of mass coordinates and thek total integrated intensities. 

6.02. The spots of both these groups nearly form a sequence similar to that of 

reflection 5; however, the entry corresponding to layer 14 is missing. As a result, the 

spots are divided into two groups, each given an individual reflection number. Stih, 

visual inspection of these two groups suggests that they form one single reflection, 

but that for some reason one entry is missing. To be able to keep track of these kinds 

of occurrences, the two groups have been given non-integer numbering. I n that way, 

the two can easily be added together at a later stage in'case this seems justified. 

B | displays part of the list that contains the center of mass characteristics of 

the reflections defined by the spot groups of hst A| . Each row now corresponds t o ^ 

single reflection. For each entry, the spots making up that specific reflection are 

^i^enuf^Blculiite the reflection's weighted average center of mass on the detector 

and associated characteristics {R, 20, r]). Using the intensities of the individual spots 

and the overlap between their corresponding slit positions, the reflection's total 

intensity corrected for the overlap and the profile of intensity versus illuminated 

volume are reconstructed. The total intensity is listed in the rightmost column. 

Notice that the total intensities given i n B | are considerably less than the sum of the 
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intensities of tlie individual spots listed in A | . This difference corresponds to the 

effect of the sht overlap, resulting in double counting of significant portions of the 

reflection's intensity when simply summing the spots' individual contributions. 

The intensity prohle can be used to compute the weighted average layer 

number of the center of mass of the grain producing the reflections. These values are 

given in column I I I . Columns I I and I V contain the weighted average stripe number 

and value of tu. The former only has any significance in dataset d; for e, this column 

contains only zeros. 

5.5.2. Intensity profiles 

Apart from the two lists shown in Figure 5.11, the spot grouping routine also 

generates a collection of files containing the profiles of intensity versus il luminated 

volume of the individual reflections. These profiles can be seen as a f irst , rough 

indication of grain shape, since the reflected intensity scales linearly w i t h the 

reflecting volume. I t should be noted, though, that these are only two-dimensional 

representations of intensities originating f rom three-dimensional volumes. 

Furthermore, the amount of rotation about the a>axis determines the angle under 

which the grain was illuminated and therefore the shape of the projection. 

Figure 5.12 displays profiles for various different types of identified reflections. 

The graphs display the intensity produced by part of the illuminated sample volume 

as a function of the relative position of the illuminating beam. This position is 

defined as zero at the leftmost side of the first slit setting for which the reflection in 

qtiestion was witnessed. Plot A | shows the most straightforward case. I t depicts the 

intensity profile of reflection 5 of the e-series, which could already be inspected f rom 

Figure 5.11. B | depicts the profile of reflections 6.01 and 6.02, also listed in Figure 

5.11. The plot shows that, even though in the hst of spots one entry is missing, the 

intensity profile can stih be reconstructed f rom the two individual groups of spots. 

Plot C|, f inally, depicts reflection 60 f rom dataset d. This reflection consisted of spots 

located in two different stripes. The profiles for the intensities f rom the two stripes 

are plotted individually, w i th one profile on the positive and one on the negative ^ ^^^xpijiM 

vertical axis. 

5.6. Reflection matching 

When the individual reflections have been reconstructed, the next task is to enter 

these reflections into GrainSpotter, which matches reflections originating f rom the 

same grain on the basis of the crystallographic characteristics of the material under 

investigation. 

'7 
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6. Conclusions and recommendations 

After the theoretical treatise of chapter 2 and the introduction into the experimental 

procedure given in chapter 3, chapters 4 and 5 presented the results of this project. 

The current chapter draws some conclusions on the basis of these results and presents 

recommendations on how the findings of this thesis might be of use to future work. 

6.1. Conclusions 

The conclusions drawn on the basis of the results of this project as presented in the 

previous two chapters should be seen in light of the overah objective of this thesis. 

This objective was described in section 3.2 in the foUowing manner: 

Develop a software package for the three-dimensional reconstruction of a 

polycrystalline microstructure from three-dimensional x-ray diffraction microscopy 

data, and apply this package to an available dataset. 

Section 3.2 also listed some desired characteristics for the software package: 

efficiency, generahty, compatibility, and user-friendhness. 

Based on the above objective together w i th the resuhs as presented in chapters 

4 and 5, the author beheves i t is justified to draw the following conclusions. 

6.1.1. On the computational methodology 

Efficiency is acceptable for apphcation to tvpical 3DXRD microsconv datpsRi^ 

Running under a Windows XP operating system wi th a 1.5 GHz Intel Pentium 

processor, the software package required about a month for the analysis of both 
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datasets up to the point of the use of GrainSpotter. This is an acceptable number, 

considering the fact that the combined size of the datasets equaled almost 150 GB. 

High generality allows straightforward adoption on different datasets 

The limited amount of hard-coding of variables offers the possibility for quick 

adaptation of the software package for the use on different 3DXRD microscopy 

datasets. The instances where hard-coding was unavoidable are easily located, after 

which the required changes can be applied. The routines account for various effects 

which play only a limited role in the data analyzed in the current project, but which 

might have a significant influence in other sets of data to be analyzed wi th this 

software. 

Compatibility wi th previously existing software is high 

The use of M A T L A B as the main programming environment ensured 

compatibility w i th previous software, which had also mainly been wri t ten in 

A/IATLAB. The use of the newly developed GrainSpotter software for the matching of 

the individual reflections is i n line w i t h current practice at the Ris0 National 

Laboratory in Denmark, a major partner of Delft University of Technology in the 

research on 3DXRD microscopy. 

User-friendliness is achieved by this report and by comments contained by the code 

The extensive treatments of the individual routines contained in chapter 4 and 

in the appendix, together w i th the comments included wi th in the routines themselves, 

allow the reader to obtain a thorough comprehension of the workings of the software 

package. 

6.1.2. On the microstructure reconstruction 

The datasets show an anomalous dependence of peak count on stripe number 

The number of peaks registered wi th in a specific stripe decreases wi th 

increasing stripe number. Two possible explanations were presented. First of all, the 

microstructure might stiU be in the process of stabihzing when measurements 

commenced. Secondly, the higher number of peaks in the upper stripes could 

represent a higher number of background pixels. This is supported by the spot count. 
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The results of the reconstruction are not at a satisfactory level yet 

Clearly, the fact that the reflection matching process carried out using 

GrainSpotter could not be performed successfully leads to a lack of useful results. 

6.2. Recommendations 

As highlighted in subsection 3.1.2, the overall objective of the project carried out at 

the ESRF was to obtain a better understanding of nucleation behavior by deriving a 

relation between the parent phase in terms of its grain boundary structure and the 

formation of the new phase. The following recommendations provide some indications 

on how the results of this project could be of use i n achieving this overall objective. 

Some more general recommendations are presented as well. 

Focus speed-up attempts on spot characterization process 

Most of the time required for the microstructure reconstruction f rom datasets 

d and e was spent on the spot characterization process. I f one wishes to speed up the 

entire reconstruction process, one should focus on this spot characterization part. One 

could also consider developing versions of the spot characterization routine adapted 

specifically to the dataset at hand. For instance, for data where peak overlap is 

expected to play only a minor role i t might be acceptable to adopt a simplified 

version of the peak box refinement part. 

Improve and expand the f inal parts of the software package 

A t the moment, the bottleneck in actually applying this software to 3DXRD 

datasets is the reflection coupling process. Attempts should be made to improve this 

step, mainly by communicating wi th Ris0 National Laboratory on possible advances 

in the GrainSpotter software. Furthermore, the package could be expanded by 

including routines to calculate the grains' center of mass locations. 

Correlate 3D microstructures w i t h new phase formation 

A n interesting possibility for future research, f i t t i ng wi th in the overall goal of 

the ESRF experiment, would be to t ry and correlate the microstructure before and 

after transformation w i t h the locations of the ferrite nuclei and grains. Software 

suitable for tracking the newly formed grains had already been developed prior to the 

start of this experiment. By combining this software w i t h the package developed 
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during this project, a relation might be established between the parent 

microstructure, the locations of the nuclei of the new phase, and the resulting 

structure. 

Refine the reconstruction procedure to retrieve grain shape information 

Theoretically, the resolution obtained by combining the datasets of the 

horizontal and vertical scans allows the retrieval of grain shape information f rom the 

diffraction images (as long as the grains are large compared to the smallest beam 

dimension). Currently, the retrieval and analysis of this information is not included in 

the reconstruction procedure. However, including this feature could produce useful 

results on grain shape statistics and on possible preferred nucleation sites. 
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